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TRANSFORMATION OF USER EXPERIENCE: FROM PHYSICAL TO DIGITAL 
PRODUCTS 
SUMMARY 
The continuous growth of digital technology has permeated almost all aspects of our 
life. It is hard to imagine our lives without all the devices, machines and systems that 
we encounter every day. At the same time, it is hard to imagine the exact role and 
importance of these technologies in our lives. How does technology influence the 
way we live, change using styles, and modify the way we interact with products and 
people, affect or change our notions of usability? In this context, this study intends to 
understand the importance of "differences of user experiences" between 2-
dimensional and 3-dimensional versions of the same product.  
To understand the context of user experience of digital and physical products, 
literature review was held on two main subjects: user experience and physical to 
digital transformation. First, the main points of user experience (UX) are investigated 
in terms of the definition of UX, elements of UX and the research techniques being 
used in UX design. Second, transformation from physical to digital products is 
scrutinized with supporting examples of studies on physical and digital products 
In the light of the literature review, an empirical study was conducted as a part of 
this research. ―Focus group‖ as a technique of collecting data was chosen to reach 
the necessary information in order to understand user experience of physical 
product and its digital version. Physical cameras and their digital version that is 
―smartphone applications‖ were chosen as the subject of the empirical part of the 
study to gather deeper research outcomes. Focus group sessions in this research 
made it available to combine opinions from different points of view leading to a clear 
perception about the research subject.  
The main purpose of this study is to reveal the changes in user experience of 
cameras after they were transferred to the smartphones and reflect this insight onto 
the user experience of the physical and the digital. By focus group sessions, it is 
aimed to gain ―impressions‖ and ―perceptions‖ of both physical cameras and 
smartphone applications. The study focus on  the usage of mobile phone as 
camera, speciﬁcally the differences and similarities in the user experience of the 
physical camera and the smartphone camera applications. Two different types of 
participants were invited to sessions according to the topics chosen to collect data 
on: professional photographers and mobile photographers. There were 4 sessions 
organized; two of them with professionals and the others with mobile photographers. 
Totally, there were nine professional photographers and nine mobile photographers. 
Three data collection techniques were held in focus group study: Round-robin 
discussion, questionnaire and question based discussion. 
Video records during focus groups, notes by moderator and questionnaires were 
gathered to analyze the study. It was revealed that there are different themes that 
participants were talking about smartphone cameras and physical cameras. Six 
main themes have been extracted from the focus group sessions; namely product 
xx 
properties, emotions, sharing and socialization, subjects of photography, habits and 
authenticity. 
Result of this study can be summarized as follows: transformation of user 
experience causes changes in habits, usage scenarios, emotions and socialization. 
Digital products have their own authentic features that can be developed by 
designers instead of tranfering the features of physical products. There are some 
adventages of virtual world to add new experiences and conveniences to people‘s 
life. Physical products influence digital products, hence digital product influence 
physical products. There is an endless transition between the real and the virtual 
world. 
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KULLANICI DENEYĠMĠNĠN DÖNÜġÜMÜ: FĠZĠKSEL ÜRÜNLERDEN DĠJĠTAL 
ÜRÜNLERE 
ÖZET 
Dijital teknolojideki sürekli gelişimin hayatımızın her alanına nüfus ettiği bir dönemde 
yaşıyoruz. Hayatlarımızı her gün kullandığımız aletler, makineler ve sistemler 
olmadan hayal edebilmemiz mümkün değil. Bunun yanında bu teknolojik ürünlerin 
hayatımızdaki gerçek rollerini ve konumlarını anlayabilmemiz de çok zor. Teknoloji 
aynı zamanda yaşayış tarzımızı, ürünlerle ve insanlarla etkileşimimizi etkiliyor ve 
dönüştürüyor. Bu bağlamda, Bu çalışma 2 boyutlu ürünlerle bunların 3 boyutlu 
versiyonları arasındaki kullanıcı deneyimi farkının önemini ortaya çıkarmayı 
amaçlamaktadır. 
Fiziksel ürünlerin mevcut kullanıcı deneyimleri, ürünün boyut değiştirip dijitalleşmesi 
ile beraber yeni bir deneyime dönüştüğü gözlemlenmiştir. Bu deneyimin eski fiziksel 
deneyimle ne açılardan benzeştiği ya da ne gibi farklılıklar içerdiği bu araştırmanın 
temel konusunu oluşturmaktadır. Bu çalışmada dijital ürünler ve fiziksel ürünlerin 
kullanıcı deneyimleri arasındaki dönüşümün keyif, kullanılabilirlik, fonksiyonellik ve 
alışkanlıklar gibi kullanıcı deneyimi elemanları bakımından incelenmesi 
amaçlanmıştır.  
Dijital ve fiziksel ürünleri kullanıcı deneyimi bağlamında anlamak için literatür 
taraması şu iki konuda yapılmıştır: kullanıcı deneyimi ve fiziksel dijital ürünler 
arasındaki dönüşüm. İlk olarak, kullanıcı deneyiminin önemli noktaları; kullanıcı 
deneyimi tanımları, elemanları ve araştırma yöntemleri irdelenerek incelenmiştir. 
Sonrasında örnekler ve yapılan bilimsel çalışmalar üzerinden fiziksel ve dijital 
ürünler arasındaki dönüşüme değinilmiştir. Fiziksel ürünlerin dijital ürünlere 
dönüşmesi ve tam tersi dijital ürünlerin hayatımıza fiziksel ürünler olarak 
girmesinden bahsedilmiştir. Ayrıca daha sonrasında kullanıcı deneyimi çalışmanın 
yapılacağı fotoğraf makineleri ve akıllı telefon uygulamalarıyla ilgili, fotoğraf 
makinelerinin fiziksel ortamdan dijital ortama taşınmasıyla ilgili literatüre yer 
verilmiştir. 
Literatür taraması ışığında, bir kullanıcı deneyimi çalışması düzenlenmiştir. Fiziksel 
ürünler ve bunların dijital versiyonlarının kullanıcı deneyimlerini anlamak için 
araştırma tekniği olarak odak grup çalışması seçilmiştir. Çalışmayı derinleştirmek 
amacıyla fotoğraf makineleri ve bunların dijital karşılığı olan akıllı telefon fotoğraf 
makinesi uygulamaları kullanılmıştır. Odak grup çalışması tekniği grup şeklinde bir 
ürün üzerinden, o ürünle ilgili bir tartışma ortamı yaratarak kullanıcıların fikirlerini ve 
deneyimlerini öğrenmeyi amaçlamaktadır. Bu odak grup çalışmasının amacı ise 
fiziksel ürün ve onların dijital versiyonu arasındaki kullanıcı deneyimi farklarını 
ortaya çıkarmaktır. Seçilen ürünün fotoğraf makinesi ve smartphone fotoğraf 
uygulamaları olması nedeni ile profesyonel fotoğrafçılar ve mobil fotoğrafçılardan 
oluşan iki farklı kullanıcı grubu seçilmiştir. İki tanesi profesyonellerle İki tanesi mobil 
fotoğrafçılarla olmak üzere toplam dört farklı oturum gerçekleştirilmiştir.Toplamda 
dokuz adet profesyonel ve dokuz adet mobil fotoğrafçıyla görüşülmüştür. Çalışma 
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sırasında farklı yöntemler kullanılarak kullanıcıdan bilgi toplanmıştır. Round-robin 
tartışması, anket doldurumu ve sorular üzerinden tartışma olmak üzere üç farklı 
yöntem uygulanmıştır. Round-robin tartışmasında kullanıcılara yarım bırakılmış bir 
cümle verilip devamı tamamlanması istenmiştir ve akıllarına gelen ilk yorumlar alınıp 
çalışma ortamına ısınmaları sağlanmıştır. Bunun devamında bir anket çalışması ile 
kullanıcıların sıfatlarla ürünleri eşleştirmeleri istenmiş ve ürünlere bakış açıları 
irdelenmiştir. Son olarak ise detaylı sorular üzerinden bir tartışma ortamı yaratılarak, 
kullanıcıların birbirleriyle kendi deneyimlerini, kendi hislerini ve alışkanlıklarını 
tartışmaları sağlanmıştır. Odak grup çalışması tekniğinin verdiği imkan sayesinde 
moderatörün de alternatif sorular aracılığıyla irdelemesi ile kullanıcıların 
deneyimlerinin detaylarına inilmiştir. 
Çalışmayı analiz etmek için kamera kayıtları, moderatör notları ve anketler bir arada 
kullanılmıştır. Analiz için kamera kayıtlarından bütün konuşmalar deşifre edilmiş ve 
yazıya dökülmüştür. Bunlar Excel tablolarıyla sınıflandırılmış ve kodlanmıştır. Ayrıca 
anketler de kullanıcıların iki ürünü nasıl nitelendirdiklerini ve belirli farklılıkları ve 
benzerlikleri ortaya çıkartmak için bir Excel tablosuna dökülmüş ve karşılaştırmalı 
tablolar şekline getirilmiştir. Araştırmanın sonucunda kullanıcı deneyimindeki 
dönüşümün alışkanlıklar, kullanım senaryoları, duygular, sosyalleşme ve paylaşım 
bağlamlarında değişikliğe yok açtığı ortaya çıkarılmıştır. Analizler sonucunda 
katılımcıların belirli temalar üzerinde yoğunlaştıkları ortaya çıkmıştır. Bu altı ana 
başlık altında temalar şu şekilde toplanmıştır: ürün nitelikleri, duygular, paylaşım ve 
sosyalleşme, kullanım alanları, alışkanlıklar ve kullanıcı deneyiminde otantiklik. 
Bunun yanı sıra bazı başlıklar daha alt başlıklara ayrılmış ve daha detaylı 
incelenmiştir. 
Ürün nitelikleri konusu, ergonomi, teknik özellikler ve kalite başlıkları altında 
incelenmiştir. Bu bölümde, kullanıcıların ürünlerin belirli özelliklerinden aldıkları 
keyif, kullanılabilirlik, adapte olma kolaylığı, gibi kullanıcı deneyimi ile ilişkili konular 
incelenmiştir.  
Odak grup çalışmasından elde edilen bulgulardan bir diğeri olan duyguların, 
ürünlerin kullanımı ve o deneyimden alınan hazzı belirleyici etmenlerden biri olduğu 
gözlemlenmiştir. Bir deneyimden keyif almak,kullanılan ürünün tatmin edici olması 
ve o ürünle duygusal bağ kurabilmek gibi aşamalarının, bir kullanıcı deneyiminin 
şekillenmesinde belirleyici olduğu anlaşılmıştır. Kullanıcıların edindikleri geçmiş 
deneyimlerin fiziksel ve dijital ürünlerle kurdukları bağı şekillendirdiği 
gözlemlenmiştir. 
Paylaşım ve sosyalleşme başlığı özellikle dijital ürünlerin fiziksel ürünlerden daha ön 
plana çıktığı bir konu olarak ortaya çıkmıştır. Dijital ürünlerin özellikleri sayesinde 
içinde barındırdığı araçlarla kullanıcıların deneyimine farklı bir boyut kattığı ve bu 
sayede deneyimi başka bir şekle dönüştürdüğü gözlemlenmiştir. 
Tam olarak örtüşmeseler de fiziksel ve dijital ürünlerin kullanıcı deneyimleri bazı 
noktalardan benzerlikler sergilemektedir. Dijital ve fiziksel ürünlerin kullanım 
amaçları çıktıları farklı olmasına rağmen neredeyse aynıdır. Fiziksel ve dijital 
ürünlerin kullanım alanlarının ürünlerin kendi özellikleriyle birlikte farklılık gösterdiği 
kullanıcıların deneyimlerinden gözlemlenmiştir. Çekim kapasitesi, ön kamera, ürün 
boyutu, kalite, pratiklik, gibi elemanlar ürünün kullanılma şekli ve alanını 
etkilemektedir ve fotoğraf çekme deneyimini farklı bir boyuta sokmaktadır. 
Fiziksel bir ürünün dijitalleşmesiyle beraber yeni ürünün farklı nitelikleri kullanıcıların 
deneyimine farklı boyutlar katmakta ve alışkanlıklarını şekillendirmektedir. Bir 
taraftan kullanıcılar daha önceden sahip olmadıkları alışkanlıklar geliştirirken, diğer 
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taraftan bazı alışkanlıklarını da  dijitalleşmeyle beraber kaybetmektedirler. Yeni 
geliştirilen alışkanlıkların bir süre sonra dijital ürünlerin yanı sıra fiziksel ürünlerden 
de beklendiği gözlemlenmiş ve bu özelliklerin kullanıcıların beklentilerini şekillendirip 
fiziksel ürünleri dönüştürdüğü anlaşılmaktadır. 
Bunlara ek olarak çalışmadan çıkarılan kodlar doğrultusunda otantiklik başlığı, 
fiziksel ürünlerin otantikliği ve dijital ürünlerin otantikliği olarak ayrılmıştır. Dijital 
ürünlere kullanıcılar tarafından, fiziksel ürünlerin iki boyutlu versiyonu olarak 
bakılmadığı gözlemlenmiştir. Yani, dijital ürünlerin fiziksel öncüleri dışında kendi 
otantikliklerine sahip oldukları anlaşılmıştır. Dijital dünyanın avantajlarının yeni bir 
deneyime yol açtığı anlaşılmıştır. Ayrıca, dijital ürünlerin bu kendine özgü özellikleri 
yeni kullanım alanları ve alışkanlıkları yol açmıştır. Otantiklik konusu daha fazla 
irdelenip fiziksel ürünler ve dijital ürünler arasındaki karşılıklı özellik geçişleri analiz 
edilmiştir. Fiziksel ürünler dijital ürünlerin gelişmesine katkıda bulunurken, dijital 
ürünler de fiziksel ürünlerin gelişmesine ve dönüşmesine katkıda bulunmaktadır. Bu 
da fiziksel ürün kullanıcı deneyimini de dönüştürmektedir. Ve bir noktada da fiziksel 
ve dijital ürün deneyimlerini birbirine yaklaştırmaktadır. 
Sonuç olarak, bu çalışma doğrultusunda fiziksel ve dijital ürünlerin kullanıcı 
deneyimlerinin aynı olmadıkları ortaya çıkarılmıştır. Bir ürün üç boyuttan iki boyutlu 
dünyaya geçtiğinde, bu fiziksel değişim aynı zamanda keyif, kullanılabilirlik, 
fonksiyonellik konularında değişikliğe yol açmaktadır. Kullanıcılar fiziksel ürünlerle 
yaşadıkları deneyimle bazı yönlerden örtüşen farklı bir deneyim yaşamaktadırlar. Bu 
açıdan bakıldığında, dijital dünyanın, kullanıcı deneyimine önemli bir etkisi olduğu 
söylenebilir. Bu etki sadece dijital dünyayla sınırlı kalmayıp aynı zamanda 
kullanıcıların fiziksel deneyimini de değiştirmektedir. Daha da fazlası, bu dijital 
dünya kullanıcıların alışkanlıklarını, ihtiyacını, beklentilerini ve yaşam tarzlarını 
belirlemektedir. Dolayısıyla, dijital ürünler kullanıcılara dijital dünyanın bütün avantaj 
ve sınırlarıyla beraber yeni bir deneyim sunmaktadır. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
Experiences are crucial to our lives and our understanding of the world, as well as to 
our ability to function within it. Indeed, to be creative at all requires a wealth of 
experience from which to draw (Nathan Shedroff, 2009). The continuous growth of 
mobile technology has permeated almost all aspects of our life; work, school or 
leisure. It is hard to imagine our lives without all the devices, machines and systems 
that we encounter everyday. At the same time, it is hard to imagine the exact role 
and importance of these technologies in our lives.  How does technology influence 
the way we live, change the using styles, and modify the way we interact with 
products and people, affect or change our notions of usability? How technology and 
human beings are best adapted to each other.  
Figure 1.1: User experience of physical and digital products. 
Everyday products that we are used to use transform into digital products. They 
constantlyget smaller and then get into the mobile phones. In addition, there are 
products that come up from mobile phones and then pass to the physical world. 
When a physical product is designed for new digital platforms or vice versa, the 
interaction of the new product changes but does not disappear. Therefore, the new 
product is very different from the former in terms of user experience (Figure 1.1). 
The result this phenomenon is neither positive nor negative. The new way of using 
the product may be better than the older experience in some ways. On the other 
hand, user may lose some satisfactory experiences when the product is transfered 
into digital platforms. Hence, when the designer creates a new model of a product, 
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s/he has to think about the new experiences. Designer designs both a new product 
and a new user experience. While designing a new digital product, it is an 
advantage that designers are aware of the new user experience that s/he creates. 
Hence, changing a product means changing the life style of people. This research 
intends to understand the influences of the transformation in between digital 
technology and physical products in terms of user experience aspecting terms of 
pleasure, usability, function, habits that are in close relation with lifestyles.  
1.1 Purpose of The Research 
The goal of this research is to understand the importance of "changes in user 
experiences" embodying in physical products transforming into digital experience of 
the same products. Mostly by leaning on literature of user experience, which 
dimensions of user experience are different between a physical product and its 
digital version will be revealed step by step.  
This study  expects to contribute to the existing literature where there seems to be 
lack in the user satisfaction differences between digital and physical products in 
terms of user experience. There is a continuing transformation between analogue 
and digital products. Technology affects physical products in the way to be digital 
day by day. Hence, the analogue products transform digital copies of themselves. 
These digitalization influences the authentic user experience of products. Products 
transform to other products entailingdifferent user experience. How can designers 
think about user‘s pleasure and usability factors when designing a digital version of 
an existing analogue/physical product? In order toanswer this problem, the research 
questions of this study are defined as follows: 
 What are the basic changes in terms of user experience when a physical 
product is transformed to new digital platforms and vice versa? 
 What type of pleasures in use differs in terms of user experience between 
the physical product and its digital versions serving the same purpose? 
 What are the correspondences and distinctions of user experiences between 
analogue and digital products being used for the same purpose, in terms of 
"pleasure and performance"? 
Cameras were chosen in order to make a more detailed study and develop 
understanding on the user experience and digitalization of products. The camera 
and its 2-dimensional version smartphone applications are investigated in the 
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further parts of the study. Digitalization makes feel itself powerfully in mobile 
phones in our daily life. One of the most frequently used features of mobile 
phone is camera applications. Both physical cameras and smartphone camera 
permeate to daily routines and it was possible to reach users with different 
profiles  since photography is both a hobby and a profession.Due to these 
knowledgeable users, there is a grand potential to get information about the 
transformation between physical and digital versions of the same product. 
1.2 Structure of Research 
This research consists of five main chapters. Figure 1.1 shows the diagram of the 
structure of the thesis. 
 
Figure 1.2: Diagram of the Structure of Thesis. 
Chapter 1 introduces the topic and the  purpose of the study  and the research 
questions to be responded throughout this study. Chapter 2 is a review of the 
related literature. It is based on two main fields; user experience and physical to 
digital transformation in products.  In the first part, the related definitions, terms and 
theories of user experience are explained. In the second part, the transformation of 
physical products to digital is presented. In the last part of the transformation of 
physical and digital products, physical camera and its digital version smartphone 
camera are discussed. As Chapter 3 emphasizes the design and conduct of the 
focus group study, Chapter 4 points out the results and analysis of the study. 
Chapter 5 evaluates and concludes what has been done throughout the study. 
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2.  LITERATURE REVIEW 
This chapter, in which literature review is presented, consists of two main sections: 
user experience and physical to digital transformation. To reveal the transformation 
of user experience between physical and digital products, in the first section, user 
experience (UX) is defined in the light of definitions and elements of UX. Then, 
second part mainly emphasizes on the transformation between physical and digital 
products. According to general aspects of physical to digital transformation, physical 
camera and smartphone applications are investigated to get indepth data. . 
2.1 User Experience 
Just as no man lives or dies to himself, so no experience lives or dies to itself. Wholly 
independent of desire or intent, every experience lives on in further experiences. Hence, the 
central problem of an education based upon experience is to select the kind of present 
experiences that live fruitfully and creatively in subsequent experiences.‖—John Dewey, 
Experience and Education (Shedroff, 2009). 
Experience is a dynamic, complex and subjective phenomenon. It depends upon 
reactions to multiple attributes of a design – for example, its behavior, logic, sound, 
mass and texture, look and smell – that are interpreted through filters relating to 
personal, social and cultural significance (Macdonald, 1998).  How people perceive 
a product, how they use it and how they feel about it constitute the user experience 
(UX) of the product. Following parts of this study focus on the definitions of UX, 
elements of UX and methods that are used in user experience design. 
2.1.2 Definition of user experience 
User experience is the totality of the effects felt by a user as a result of interaction 
with, and the usage context of, a product, a device, or a system, including the 
influence of usability, usefulness, and emotional impact during interaction, and 
savoring the memory after interaction. ―Interaction with‖ is broad and embraces 
seeing, touching, and thinking about the product or system, including admiring it and 
its presentation before any physical interaction (Hartson and Pyla, 2012) 
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According to Kuniavsky (2010), the user experience is the totality of end users‘ 
perceptions as they interact with a product or service. These perceptions include 
effectiveness (how good is the result?), efficiency (how fast or cheap is it?), 
emotional satisfaction (how good does it feel?), and the quality of the relationship 
with the entity that created the product or service (what expectations does it create 
for subsequent interactions?).  
User experience encompasses all aspects of interacting with a product. It is a truly 
extended and distinct perspective on the quality of interactive technology:  away 
from products and problems to humans and the drivers of positive experience 
(Hassenzahl, 2008). The first requirement for an exemplary user experience is to 
meet the exact needs of the customer, without fuss or bother. Next comes simplicity 
and elegance that produce products that are a joy to own, a joy to use. True user 
experience goes far beyond giving customers what they say they want, or providing 
checklist features. In order to achieve high-quality user experience in a company‘s 
offerings there must be a seamless merging of the services of multiple disciplines, 
including engineering, marketing, graphical and industrial design, and interface 
design (Nielsen Norman Group). 
2.1.3 Elements of user experience 
Focusing on effectiveness and efficiency of the user is often considered an 
adequate design goal for the success of a product or a service. This indicates 
designer focus on usability testing when developing a product. However, 
Hassenzahl et al. (2008) argue that when evaluating the perceived quality of the 
interactive product, both pragmatic and hedonic attributes should be evaluated. 
Human computer interaction researchers have argued that product design should 
not only concentrate on improving effectiveness and efficiency, but designers should 
think about how users experience the product and how to design something that is 
pleasurable to use (Korhonen, Montola and Arrasvuori, 2009). The goal is to align 
developers‘ understanding of the role a product plays in a person‘s life with how that 
person perceives the design of that product. For example, the use of devices is 
rarely the most important activity in someone‘s life, but the devices form part of a 
larger flow of needs, desires, and activities. Having an experience may be 
impossible without the use of a specific device, but the device does not form the 
whole experience (Kuniavsky, 2010).  
As a beginning, to create an experience, it is important to understanding user needs. 
Bonapace (2002) proposes the hierarchy of needs when interacting with products in 
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the light of Jordan‘s idea and the Ergonomics and Design work group of Italian 
Ergonomics Society‘s suggestion. (Figure2.1) 
 
Figure 2.1: Hierarchy of needs when interacting with products (Bonapace, 2002). 
 
The bottom and basic part of the need triangle is safety and well being. Second, 
functionality is power to do work (or play) seated in the non-user-interface 
computational features and capabilities. Third, usability is the pragmatic component 
of user experience, including effectiveness, efficiency, productivity, ease-of-use, 
learnability, retainability and the pragmatic aspects of user satisfaction.  
The top part of hierarchy is need of pleasure that is the affective component of user 
experience that is influenced by user feelings. There are another emotional impacts 
with pleasure like fun, joy of use, aesthetics, desirability, originality, engagement 
(Hartson and Pyla, 2012) Jordan (1998) claims that feelings associated with using 
pleasurable products included security, confidence, pride, excitement and 
satisfaction. Displeasurable products, meanwhile, were associated with feelings that 
included annoyance, anxiety, contempt and frustration. The properties of products 
that were salient in terms of influencing the level of pleasure/displeasure with a 
product included features, usability, aesthetics, performance and reliability. What is 
pleasure? The Concise Oxford says ‗a feeling of satisfaction or joy: sensous 
enjoyment as an object of life.‘ Sensuous enjoyment has received relatively little 
attention in the design literature. Much has been made of design as a social arbiter, 
a marketing tool, an aesthetic vehicle, a bridge between art and engineering and so 
on. (Green and Jordan, 2002)  
When the need of pleasure is fulfilled, users experience a succesfull product or 
service. Hence, Jordan (2000) identified the four kinds of pleasures that can be 
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fulfilled as socio-pleasure, psyco-pleasure, ideo-pleasure and physio-pleasure. 
Socio-pleasure is the enjoyment derived from the company of others. Psyco-
pleasure deals with people‘s reactions and psychological state during the use of 
products. Ideo-pleasure is about the reflection on the experience. This relates 
appreciating the aesthetics, or quality, or the extent to which a product enhances life 
and respects the environment. The last, physio-pleasure is the pleasures of the 
body and senses. They include pleasures connected with touch, taste, smell as well 
as feeling of sensual pleasure. 
 
Figure 2.2: Key elements of model of user experience (Hassenzahl, 2003). 
According to Hassenzahl product has certain features chosen and combined by 
designer to convey particular product character. When individuals encounter 
product, a process is triggered. First people perceive the features of product. Based 
on this perception, each individual constructs a personal version of product 
character. Then the apparent product character leads consequences like judgment 
about product appeal, emotional consequences and behavioral consequences. 
Overbeeke et al. (2002) stated that the designer needs to create a context for 
experience, rather than just a product. S/he offers the user a context in which they 
may enjoy a film, dinner, cleaning, playing, working... with all their senses. Designer 
gets a feel for the experiential world of the user, s/he does not think ease of use, 
s/he thinks enjoyment of the experience. A user may choose to work with a product 
despite it being difficult to use, because it is challenging, seductive, playful, 
surprising, memorable or rewarding, resulting in enjoyment of the experience. The 
product use act can be a number of things: a way of achieving a predetermined 
goal, a way of exploring goal possibilities, an end itself which is in some located by a 
goal ( the tea ceremony is hardly about drinking tea, but that goal serves to locate 
the ritual), a process by which the goal is experienced in an enchanced way, and so 
on (Green & Jordan, 2002). 
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Figure 2.3: Elements of user experience (Url-1). 
Guo (2012) proposed a conceptual framework that describes four distinct elements 
of user experience, as shown in Figure 2.3. First, usability is about how easily users 
can complete their intended tasks using a product. There are many types of usability 
issues that hinder users‘ ability to complete the tasks that they intend to perform. 
Second, value is an important element of user experience. While usability is an 
important aspect of product design, it is certainly not the most critical aspect of user 
experience when it comes to driving business success. Many products have good 
usability, but do not enjoy success in the marketplace. For instance, traditional 
mobile phones are giving way to smartphones, even though many phones are very 
easy to use. Because mobile phones do not provide the value to users that 
smartphones do. Thirdly, adoptability relates to users‘ buying, downloading, 
installing, and starting to use a product. Adoptability is very closely related to 
usability. To improve adoptability, UX professionals employ robust usability 
techniques to ensure that they design a product‘s workflows to support users‘ 
natural ways of discovering its features. Adoptability is about that stage when a user 
has not yet used a product, while usability becomes most relevant once a user has 
begun using a product. Lastly, desirability relates to emotional appeal. Oftentimes, 
products that are both easy to use and useful prove to be failures in the marketplace 
because of their lack of desirability. Examples include traditional MP3 players versus 
iPod. In fact, people often enjoy using products that have poor usability. For 
example, many video games have poor usability: their instructions are hard to 
understand, their navigation is very confusing, their settings menus are hard to 
discover, and the readability of their content is poor. Hence, as Donald (2011) stated 
that some complexity is desirable. When things are too simple, they are also viewed 
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as dull and uneventful. The ideal level of complexity is a moving target, because the 
more expert, people become at any subject, the more complexity they prefer. 
2.2 Physical versus Digital Products 
In this part, the transformation from physical to digital products will be focused.  
Hence, digitalized products will be explored in terms of user experience, technology, 
and design. The effects of computerization in fulfillment of user needs; usability, 
functionality and pleasure will be investigated.  
 
Figure 2.4: Digitalization of products. 
Computers brought ―digitalization‖ to people‘s analogue worlds. Before 
computerization, people interact with products physically. Hence, information and 
communication were primarily analogue: people had to be physically present to 
produce and consume it. Images and messages were composed one by one, and 
by hand – there was no distinction between artifact and what it conveyed (Taylor, 
2009).  After computer came into people‘s lifes, users‘ interaction with products was 
changed. For human perception, computers do not feel like toaster; they feel much 
more like books, photograph albums, or television sets. For people today the 
computer feels like a medium. It is providing us with a set of new media forms and 
genres, just as printing, the cinema, radio and television have done before. These 
digital media forms stage experiences for people (Bolter and Gromala, 2003). When 
computer merged with physical products, digital products formed and because of 
their different properties, digital products presented different experiences to users. 
Hamill and Lasen (2005) claim that there are three key features that can be used to 
characterize digital technology. The first is that it reduces information – text, sound, 
picture or films – to a common currency of noughts and ones. It is this characteristic, 
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which leads to the convergence of devices: why cameras are now in phones, for 
example. The second, leading on from the first, means that it is easy to store 
information; and increasing miniaturisation means that it is very cheap to store very 
large quantities of data. Think about a film for example, what used to be stored on 
half a dozen large reels of celluloid is now stored on a disk you can put in your 
pocket. Thirdly, it is easy to transmit and reproduce. Nothing is lost in transmission 
or reproduction. For example, home audiotaping of music was inferior to vinyl 
records, whereas compact disks (CDs) can be copied with no loss of quality.  
It is now technically possible to digitally identify almost every object in an 
environment and to accumulate enormous quantities of metadata about many 
objects online. When looking at the entire user experience, this situation presents 
different challenges than inventing technology or applying existing content to a new 
form factor. In fact, much of ubiquitous computing user experience design today is 
the design of a completely new thing used for the first time. When neither the 
audience nor the designer has encountered a technology, the boundaries of its use 
and the criteria by which it can be successful remain unknown. Designing ―1.0‖ 
products (things that have never existed before) requires close attention to the 
social and cultural environment in which these products will be used. ( Kuniavsky, 
2010) 
According to Terrenghi et al. (2007), physical metaphors and methods help to 
operate digital products in a physical way, but in the digital realm, it is essentially 
quite different. These differences, especially more digital artefacts in our everyday 
life assume a digital instantiation (e.g. photos and documents). These changes, 
together with technological advances in interactive displays, designers have to call 
for the design of new ways of manipulating, sharing and interacting those artefacts 
with other existing ones. Designers need to think more deeply about how they can 
use physical differences to create new experiences while exploiting the new 
possibilities of digital media. 
Much of modern technology is really the technology of social interaction: it is the 
technology of trust and emotional bonds. However, neither social interaction nor 
trust were designed into the technology or even thought through; they came about 
through happenstance, through the accidental by products of deployment. To the 
technologist, the technology provides a means of communication; for designers, 
however, it provides a means for social interaction (Norman, 2004). The 
transformation with technology sounds very much like ―social shaping‖ even though 
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the phrase was probably not used until 1985 (Mackenzie and Wajcman, 1998). It 
implies that technology is endogenous in society: that it is developed within society 
rather than somehow being imposed from outside. It is a multidisciplinary concept. 
(Hamill and Lasen, 2005) 
According to Bolter and Gromala (2003), Digital applications offer an experience like 
that offered by books, films and photographs: a media experience that is also an 
―immediate‖ experience. The essence of digital design is to work on two levels at 
once – to be both mediated and immediated. Digital applications cannot deny that 
they are media forms depending on highly sophisticated, electronic technology. At 
the same time, in creating digital applications, designers must try to make their work 
easy to grasp and accessible for their users. Terrenghi et al. (2007) stated that 
looking more systematically at the relationship between different aspects of 
physicality and interactional patterns can help guide design decisions about how 
and  to  what  extent  we  apply  aspects  of  physical interaction to digital interface 
design. 
Generally, people expect to be treated as others treat them, and expect to interact 
with systems in the same way they interact with people (Shedroff, 2009). Nass and 
Reeves (1998) have proved this expectation in their research, so the right amount of 
feedback in real life is a good measure for feedback necessary in any other 
experience. It is important to be aware, though, that the emulation of the physical 
can only go so far in shaping interaction in the digital realm. Ultimately, the designer 
must face a decision about the extent to go down this path. This makes sense to the 
extent that this improves the quality of the interaction, and confers on the digital 
interface new and compelling interaction techniques. However, a better design 
decision may sometimes be to preserve those physical aspects of interaction 
through tangible or hybrid physical-digital user interfaces. Designers and 
researchers need to recognize and comprehend those limits (Terrenghi et al., 2007). 
The sense of touch is much more prevalent in experiences because it is easier to 
address, as every experience requires us to touch something. Even personal 
computers use a mouse, trackpad, or joystick to control the cursor on the screen. 
While most computer programs make little or no use of this fact, the contact is still 
there. There are plenty of alternative mice and other input devices that create touch 
displays for users, transferring information via our hands. (Shedroff, 2009) 
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Good digital designs do not addict; they invite people top articipate to act and react. 
To design a digital artifact is to choreograph the experience that the user will have. 
(Bolter and Gromala,2003)  
2.2.1. Examples of digital versus physical products 
Changes in the relations between people and technology have highlighted a need to 
understand people‘s experiences. Indeed, this ability to engage with what is 
happening for people as they surround themselves with technology is increasingly 
perceived as a vital part of being able to design digital products and services (Light, 
2011). 
All experiences compete with each other on many levels and in different media. 
Designers of new media have poorly understood this because they assumed that 
their competition was other similar media and not all possible experiences around 
that topic or purpose. For instance, developers during the CD-ROM explosion 
rushed to create CD-ROMs on every conceivable topic most often with dubious and 
misguided understandings of interactivity and of its strengths and weaknesses. 
What they created were mostly exotic experiences that, in the end, were not 
successful for their audiences once their curiosity was satisfied. Any of the criteria 
on experience taxonomy could have helped them discover what was potentially 
important about their products next to other experiences in other media. For 
example, a CD-ROM about, say, tropical fish would clearly need to compete against 
other tropical fish experiences, such as television shows, scuba diving, visiting an 
aquarium, etc. and not merely other CR-ROMs in order to capture an audience‘s 
attention, and be successful. (Shedroff, 2009) 
Early research dealing with user impressions of rudimentary audio and video 
teleconferencing technologies did not show particularly strong user satisfaction 
when compared with face-to-face communication (Fowler and Wackerbarth 1980) 
However, both technical mediums, video and audio conferencing, were perceived as 
more ―potent‖ communication channels than face-to-face communication. Students 
may resist the use of technology for several reasons: technology seems more likely 
to break down, students may be unused to working with machines, and students 
may feel that the mediated experience cannot fully replace the live classroom (Allen 
et al., 2002). One of the studies that found students favoring distance education 
over traditional methods admitted that the move to distance education was made 
because the conditions of traditional education were so poor that to provide access 
to what was a limited facility may have improved the quality of access and that may 
Elements of User Experience’da henüz alt alta 
alıntı yaptığım şeyleri koydum. Birleştirmeye 
başladım ama üzerinde çalışıyorum. Bitmiş hali 
değil. 
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have resonated with the students (Köymen, 1992). The data summarized in this 
report conclude that students show little preference for a live classroom to distance 
education. To the degree that student satisfaction plays a major role in the 
assessment or evaluation of in-structional effectiveness, distance learning 
represents a format that students evaluate comparably to other potential formats for 
a course. The objections to distance education should not be based on the issues 
related to student satisfaction; students find distance learning as satisfactory as 
traditional classroom learning formats (Allen et al., 2002). 
There is also digital and physical service examples, for instance; Tesco 
supermarkets in South Korea.  The company wanted to increase sales without 
creating more stores.  Tesco understood that Koreans work long hours and have 
little appetite for shopping at the end of the day so they created virtual grocery 
stores at subway stations.  These virtual stores, shelves and all, are projected on 
the walls of subway stations.  To purchase items, shoppers simply go to a Tesco 
app on a smartphone and scan the projected items‘ QR code.  When purchases are 
completed, the order is delivered to shoppers‘ homes shortly after they get home 
from work. The Tesco app was downloaded 400,000 times in one month after the 
launch and Tesco skyrocketed to number one in online sales in Korea. 
(Berman,2013) 
 
Figure 2.5: Example of physical and digital table top interaction. 
In the research about physical and digital table top interaction by Terrenghi et al. 
(2007), they designed digital tasks on an interactive tabletop deliberately modeled 
on the physical tasks which shared the following features: they used a physical  
metaphor,  presenting  the  objects  in  the  digital world  in  the same way (same 
physical size and high resolution) as their physical counterparts. The research 
shows that there were fundamental elements of both tasks that they had in common. 
For instance, the  need  to  get  an overview  of  content  and  quantity,  the  need to 
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compare objects, focus on particular ones, hold some objects distinct from   others, 
and keep some in a ―stand-by‖ mode. However, one of the most  striking  findings  
was  that  although the digital tabletop interaction was designed to support the kind 
of bimanual interaction used in the physical world, there is predominantly one-
handed interaction. In fact, interaction in the digital realm appeared to some extent 
almost ―mouse-like‖ in terms of the posture participants adopted, and in the way, 
they chose to deal with digital objects. Physicality also allowed  for  implicit  
assessment  of the  quantity  of  objects  such  as  photos  in  a  pile through touch. 
Such assessments in the digital world required other more effortful strategies and 
actions, such as when participants needed to spread out piles to visually judge the 
quantity and content they were about to deal with. Finally, the use of 3 dimensions in 
physical space supported a diverse range  of  strategies  people  could  use  to  
focus, select, and keep some objects separate from others. In  terms  of design, this  
implies  that  the  simple  mimicking of  physical  space  through  graphical 
representation, multi-touch input, and the like may not be sufficient to encourage 
interaction which is really like the physical world. Rather, it suggests  that  the  
actions  and  strategies  for  accomplishing the key elements of tasks  across  
physical  and  digital modalities (such as focusing, comparing, and so on.) may in 
fact be quite different when some but not all aspects of the physical   world   are   
emulated. Design solutions must therefore take account of this fact and think about 
how different parts of a task might be best supported. The point is here not physical 
properties have to been mimicked, but rather they have to be recognized what those 
physical affordances achieve for people when working with tangible objects, and ask 
how designers can employ perhaps different methods to attain those same ends 
digitally. 
 
 
Figure 2.6: The Little Printer. 
The transformation is not only from physical to digital realm. It happens to other way 
round, too. There are some examples of transformation of digital product to physical 
world. First example is Little Printer by Berg, which does exactly what the 
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Microprinter does. (Figure 2.6) People can print their online data with this little 
printer. People can connect smartphones to printer to get 3D mini-newspaper that is 
formed from personal interest and datas.  It transfer users‘ digital stuff to physical 
world such as an Instagram feed or a text message to hang on wall or keep it near 
with them. 
 
Figure 2.7: Minecraft online game and its 3D ptinted version. 
Another example from digital to physical products are games. People use 3D 
printing technology to create the village from the Minecraft online game carrying the 
virtual world to the physical world (Figure 2.7). It is strange that the creator go a long 
way with gameplay and interaction without trying to make the graphics more realistic 
mimicking the physical world. However, people have taken  these graphics to an 
extraordinary degree by making these things come through in the world, giving the 
real world the grain of the virtual. Another example of bridging physical to digital 
realm can be witnessed in the game Angry Birds that moved to the 3dimensional 
world feeding the physical interaction needs of children. People transform this 
succesfull digital game to physical world in different ways. In Figure 2.8, there is a 
board game of Angry Bird, that user can interact with physical birds by throwing 
them and shooting the birds in real world. Another form is a ball game with Angry 
Birds that give opportunity to children that physically hold them and throw away 
instead of pushing buttons and throwing by computers. 
 
Figure 2.8: Angry Bird virtual game and the physical versions. 
Another fruitful example is an antique clock transformed to a partially digital weather 
clock. It connects to the Internet, downloads the current weather forecast and 
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displays it on the clock face (Figure2.9). This extraordinary product brings the digital 
world to physical by understanding how technology shapes people‘s behaviors and 
needs while relating new experiencesto already existing forms. 
 
Figure 2.9: Weather forecast in website and a physical wheather forecaster. 
 
Figure 2.10: logo of Instagram app (Url-4) & Polaroid Socialmatic camera (Url-5). 
An outstanding example of the transition from digital version to physical is the 
Polaroid‘s new Socialmatic camera. As it can be seen in Figure 2.10 and 2.11, 
Instagram application inspired Polaroid  both for its form and functions. Because the 
camera is Android based like a smartphone, people connect with their applications 
to share their photos instantly. It has wi-fi and bluetooth features to share photos. It 
allows to print photos with icons, text and clipart that photographers add on it. 
Polaroid Socialmatic‘s motto is ―instant camera to allow you to fill the gap between 
virtual and real world.‖ This product is an evidence of the bilateral transition between 
physical and digital worlds. 
2.2.2 Physical camera versus smartphone camera 
Digital camera is a physical product that uses a combination of physical and digital 
technology. Its physical parts (e.g., lenses)  produce a 100% digital artifact (photos), 
and the process around the photos is digitally infused (Taylor, 2009). The 
development of digital photography changes the total user experience story about 
photos; capturing, sharing, storing. First of all people‘s behavior in capture of photos 
changed. In particular, due to the low cost and ease of capture nowadays people 
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are taking many more photos than in the past (Choi and Lee, 2012). Hand (2012) 
argues that ‗the confines of photography studies, with their primary focus on the 
visual image, are necessarily limited in their scope for understanding the broad 
dynamics of digitisation‘. There is a transformation in experience in terms of access, 
usability, visual literacy and interpretation. 
 
Figure 2.12: Analogue, digital and smartphone camera. 
Computers are often blamed  for complicated nature of modern life, a complaint that 
has merit. However, computers also offer the potential to simplify life. (Norman, 
2011) The convergence of the camera and the computer, there is an emerging 
interplay between the digital camera and the phone, smartphone and 
cameraphones. These devices in turn enable and are enabled by new rhetorics and 
techniques, all of which are producing a novel landscape of screen and images 
(Hand, 2013).  
Mobile technology is ubiquitous and varied and permeates almost all aspects of our 
daily life, be it work, school or leisure (Mifsud & Morcht, 2010). Since  the  
introduction  of  the  iPhone  in  2007,  the smartphone  has  become  a  dominant 
mobile  device  for communication, information, and  entertainment. The rapid 
transition to the smartphone in the mobile market has also brought signiﬁcant 
changes to the user interface design and the usability of mobile devices. This is 
possibly best illustrated by the ubiquity of camera phones, mobile devices that can 
be used as digital camera as well as a phone (Choi and Lee, 2012).  
According to Lumsden (2008), many people carry their phone with them at all times 
hence, they can capture their everyday lives and holiday scenes whenever they 
want. This change in capture behavior affects people‘s personal photo management 
activity. Before digital technology came into everyday use, individuals‘ photo 
management strategies ranged from stacking photos in shoe boxes to carefully 
placing them into a series of photo albums with detailed notes of where and when 
each photo was taken or a witty caption beside it. Reminiscing and story telling past 
events that have been visually recorded in personal photos is a highly valued activity 
for many people. This gives meaning to the person‘s past events and works as a 
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socially binding and relationship-enhancing device at gatherings of family or friends. 
These interaction with family and friends that are well supported with printed 
photographs in communal spaces, such as gatherings around the kitchen table or 
the living room sofa. In contrast, this naturalness of interaction has not been 
duplicated with digitally formatted photos published online (Sit et al., 2005).  
Since 1999, there has been a decline in the number of film-based photographs and 
a dramatic growth in the creation of images using digital cameras. (Hand, 2012) 
With the Internet Revolution, and the arrival of inexpensive digital cameras, people‘s 
photo organizing and sharing behavior has been evolving as new technologies allow 
different ways of managing photo collections. The advent of personal web sites and 
online communities with photo-sharing capabilities, such as Facebook and Flickr, 
have provided Internet users the opportunity to share their photos with wider and 
asynchronous audiences—a very drastic change from how people traditionally 
shared their photos of everyday life prior to the 21st century (Litt and Hargittai, 2014) 
Photo sharing has become a ubiquitous activity thanks to digital tools both for taking 
and for disseminating photographs (Litt and Hargittai, 2014). The smartphone use 
experience can be understood as a sequence of need, search, and execution 
stages for performing a speciﬁc task. The satisfaction with the usability is an 
evaluation of the efﬁciency and effectiveness of the process (Choi and Lee, 2012). 
Mobile phones serve to place photography centrally as a tool of communication 
through particular technological devices. Any form of photosharing is bound to assist 
in the creation and maintenance of social relationships (Gye, 2007). Every  time  we  
use  camera  phones,  we  experience something. The experience, however, does 
not exist in a vacuum, but rather in a dynamic relationship with other people, places 
and objects (Mulder & Steen, 2005). Kindberg et al. (2005) stated that a  variety  of  
ways  in  which  camera phones  are  used  to  make  a  bridge  between  what  the 
photographer  encounters  and  an  absent  person.  Carried everywhere, these 
devices allow the photographer to make spontaneous connections with other people 
through unconventional subjects. Geismar (2011) stated that photography has 
become a medium of sociability that is one of the biggest differences between 
mobile and professional cameras. 
Now the phone can be used to send photos to a friend‘s mobile phone or to upload 
them to a public website for instant sharing and receiving comments back. This 
means that the sharing experience differs from the latter (Lumsden, 2008).  
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People who do not carry a camera around have their phone. The phone camera‘s 
ability to transmit images has made it the dominant camera of choice for many. 
Applications allow the user to create styles and effects that were previously only 
available with professional software (Ingledew, 2013) According to Hand (2012), 
digital imaging has shifted from a professional or specialized process to a routine 
and unavoidable aspect of everyday life. 
A field study conducted by Kato (2005) explored  how  the  use  of  mobile  
phones/camera phones changes people‘s daily activities in Japan. He argues that 
the new ways of pervasive photo taking through camera phones allows people to 
document their lives on a daily basis, which can be preserved and shared as a life of 
a local community.  
Gye (2007) claims that located as they are in a device that is not only connected to 
the telecommunications grid but that is usually carried with us wherever we go, 
camera phones are both extending existing personal imaging practices and allowing 
for the evolution of new kinds of imaging practices like functional images. Functional 
images could be divided into three categories: images that support a mutual task, 
images that serve as a reminder to either the self or others to perform a remote task, 
or images that serve as a personal reminder to perform a practical, individual task. 
According to Van House and Davis (2005), there are four social uses of personal 
photographs: creating and maintaining relationships; constructing personal and 
group memory; self-representation and self-expression. Cameraphones 
recapitulated but also extended these social uses and changed the balance among 
them. In comparison to the traditional camera, most of the images taken by camera 
phone are short-lived and ephemeral (Okabe and Ito, 2006). 
Camera phones and other mobile multimedia, according to Ilpo Koskinen, tend to 
participate in aesthetics of banality. That is, the images captured with these devices 
tend to focus on the mundane, trivial aspects of everyday life. Koskinen argues that 
‗people capture ordinary things in immediate life and share them with friends and 
acquaintances in monadic clusters that become even more emotionally and 
relationally more self-reliant than before‘ (Koskinen, 2005, p. 15). 
Hand (2012) argues that the digital image represents a new kind of ‗object‘, which is 
‗ontologically distinguished from analogue images‘. According to Heiferman, (2011) 
with digital cameras, cell phones and smartphones loaded up with user-friendly 
software, photographs have been released from their materiality and finality. The 
goal of any one image may not be to sum something up, but to trigger others in 
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response. In Guardian interview in 2004, Photographer Tom Hunter said that a 
whole culture is growing around this phenomenon: Photography would become like 
a language. At some point people will start using it like text messaging, using 
images like words (Ingledew, 2013). Mobile phones with integrated camera and 
video features have changed forever the way people communicate and interact, and 
have shaped both their individual and their social lives (Ito, 2004).  
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3.  DESIGN AND CONDUCT OF THE RESEARCH 
This chapter includes the designing and conducting process of the focus group 
study on physical cameras and smartphone cameras. Starting with the purpose of 
the study, information about what focus group is and the methodology of the focus 
group study is scrutinized. 
3.1 Purpose 
To understand the changes of the user experience of a physical product and its 
digital version, physical cameras and their digital version ―smartphone applications‖ 
were chosen to gather indepth data to be evaluated in the research. Focus group 
technique was organized and applied to collect the necessary data. Focus groups 
are being used frequently in design projects besides marketing researches and 
social sciences. . Focus group sessions in this research made it available to 
combine opinions from different points of view leading to a clear perception abaout 
the research subject. 
The main purpose of this study is to reveal the changes of user experience of 
cameras after they were transfered to the smartphones. Due to focus group 
technics, it is aimed to gain ―impressions‖ and ―perceptions‖ of both physical 
cameras and smartphone applications. In addition, the varied specialtyof 
photographers help to understand different point of views about smartphone 
cameras.  
3.2 Focus Group 
In broad terms, a focus group is a carefully planned discussion, designed to obtain 
the perceptions of the group members on a ―defined area of interest‖. Typically, 
there are between five and twelve participants, the discussions being guided and 
facilitated by a moderator. The group members are selected based on their 
individual characteristics as related to the topic of the session. The group-based 
nature of the discussion enables the participants to build on the responses and 
ideas of the others, thus increasing the richness of the information gained (Langford, 
McDonagh, 2003). The focus group process evolved from the focused interview 
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(Merton, Fiske, & Kendall, 1956) and group therapy methods of psychiatrists (Linda, 
1982). After psychiatry, focus groups became an important technique in market 
research, but they can also be a material for qualitative research. Qualitative 
research enables researchers to understand some of the reasons why people 
behave the way they do. Besides, designers and ergonomists are using focus 
groups by developing techniques to help them make better use of the method to 
meet their different requirements.  
Focus Groups are composed of different qualitative and quantitative research 
methods that change by the need of the researcher. Because of the flexibility of the 
method, it can be used for different purposes, such as; gaining background 
knowledge for a new project, obtaining impressions and perceptions of existing 
product, stimulating new ideas or concepts, etc. 
3.2.1 Types of focus groups 
According to Kuniavsky(2003) there are four common types of focus groups. The 
type of group you choose depends on the types of questions you want to answer, 
which in turn will likely depend on the stage of development the product is in.  
Exploratory. These groups get at general attitudes on a given topic, helping 
designers see how the eventual users of the product will understand it, what words 
they use to talk about it, and what criteria they will use to judge it.  
Feature prioritization. These groups focus on what features are most attractive to 
the group and why. They are held, in general, near the beginning of the 
development cycle, when it is already clear what the general outlines of the product 
are going to be. In these types of groups, the assumption is that the participants are 
interested in a certain kind of product, and the discussion centers on what kinds of 
things they would like that product to do for them.  
Competitive analysis. Just as it's important to know what people value in the feature 
set that a product provides, it's important to know what attracts and repels them with 
respect to competitor‘s products. Often held, these focus groups attempt to 
understand what as- sociations people have with a competitor, what aspects of the 
competitor's user experience they find valuable, and where it doesn't satisfy their 
needs and desires.  
Trend explanation. When a trend in behavior is spotted, whether it is driven by 
survey responses, customer service feedback, or log analysis, it is often difficult to 
determine which of the many potential causes are primary. Focus groups can help 
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explain the behavior by investigating the users' motivations and expectations. These 
types of focus groups are generally held as part either of a redesign cycle or in 
response to specific issues.  
3.2.2 Advantages of focus groups 
According to Sarah J. Tracy (2013) ―Focus groups are ideal for producing the 
insights that are known to result from group interaction. In a phenomenon known as 
the ‗group effect‘ (Carey,1994) and the ‗therapeutic effect‘(Lederman, 1990) focus 
group participants show less inhibition, especially when they interact with similar 
others.‖ Being part of a group can generate a feeling of security and participants 
learn they are not alone in having negative ideas or difficulties. Hence, they can 
response openly in group discussion instead of one-to-one interview. 
The most important benefits of focus groups are that designers interact with 
participants directly and moderator can explore the given responses by follow-up 
questions. In addition, moderator can understand the accuracy of the answer from 
non-verbal clues, such as gestures and facial expressions. Flexibility allows 
changing questions or adding new ones due to the flow of the interview. According 
to a research by Brand Stury Pty Ltd, focus groups were considered significantly 
more enjoyable than other methods and were significantly more likely to enable 
contribution and freedom of expression. A key component of this was the ability of 
respondents to listen to the views of others and weight them up against their own, 
allowing a fuller, more considered response (Sheppard and Jones, 2013). 
A great deal of information can be gained relatively efficiently and immediately with 
focus groups, particularly when compared with the equivalent time and effort 
required to gain a similar amount of information using individual interviews or postal 
surveys (Langford and McGodagh, 2003). Focus groups bring true motives and 
reactions to the surface (O'Donnell, 1988).Focus groups are widely respected for 
bringing out information that might be missed by a statistical study (Lydecker, 1986). 
3.2.3 Techniques in focus groups 
Focus group activities can function both as a technique – enabling group discussion, 
in the traditional sense – as well as a method – being used in a broader sense to 
incorporate a variety of other techniques. (Bruseberg and McDonagh, 2003) 
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Table 3.1: Activities used in focus group session (Bruseberg and Mc Donagh,2003). 
Technique Description  
Creating 3D forms Use of materials and tools by users to express their ideas and 
wishes 
Observation of activities Watching users completing tasks or handling products 
Users drawing their 
‗ultimate‘ product 
Enables user to summarise and express their aspirations 
visually, suitable for after the discussion session 
Creative participant 
activities 
Asking participants to complete creative exercises; may be 
paper-based, through 3D media or oral communication 
Questionaires Retrieving feedback through use of forms with pre-determined 
questions 
Mini-user trial Users testing products in a laboratory environment by fulfilling 
actual tasks 
Focus group discussion Discursive interaction between participants guided by a 
facilitator focusing upon particular issues. 
Product Personality 
Profiles 
Users imagine a product as a person; Provides an insight into 
‗who‘ the user perceives to be the target user 
Visual Evalution Assesing products visually based on an image only; simulating 
mail order/Internet purchasing conditions 
Brain-storming Sharing all thoughts, ideas and comments about a particular 
topic – without any constraints 
Nominal Group 
Techniques  
Structured group discussion technique; involves the 
establishment of a consensus using a group-based 
categorisation and rating procedure 
Product Handling Physical examination of products without actually using them; 
simulating retail showroom scenario,asking for rapid ‗gut 
reactions‘ 
Using Mood Boards or 
Collages 
Collection of  images that represent an emotional response to 
the design task, the product, user etc.; User may create the 
collection or it may be prepared by the design team 
beforehand 
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3.2.4 Planning the focus group 
Focus groups require a combination of event planning and organizational skills 
because of the different necessities include: 
- Length and timing 90minutes is usually ideal, longer periods may be acceptable if 
they are interrupted by an activity or break (Tracy,2013) 
- Place Typical setups look like conference rooms or living rooms, depending on 
whether the participants are supposed to feel they are in comfortable work area or at 
home (Kuniavsky, 2003). Accessibility to the building is an important aspect to 
motivate people to participate to study. 
- Participants The group effect can be captured with as few as 3 participants and 
multiple voices can be engaged with as many as 12; 6 to 9 participants is ideal 
(Tracy, 2013). 
- Team of researchers Tracy (2013) suggested that a team of researchers and 
assistants can help ensure the success of focus groups, including host(s), 
moderator, fieldnote recorder and technology assistant. 
3.2.5 Conducting the focus group 
The physical setting for the discussion affects its conduction; a well lighted, 
comfortable room is the best. In some cases, the room will be fitted with one-way 
mirrors; enabling representatives of the client firm observe and listen to the 
participants‘comments (Quible, 1998). At a minimum, the sessions should be audio 
taped. Lydecker (1986) expresses a preference for videotaped sessions so the 
moderator can assess, during the analysis phase, the participants‘ body language, 
which might be especially important when discrepancies occur between a 
participant‘s verbal and nonverbal messages. 
Moderating sessions can play a very important part in how effective the research 
process is at discovery. The moderator needs to be directive in terms of guiding the 
ﬂow toward the areas of interest in the research,but the moderator needs to make 
sure they are not so active as to disrupt the interactions that were the point of 
bringing the group together (Morgan, 1996). The moderator also needs to focus on 
the group dynamics that develop and to alleviate as much social pressure as 
possible. Members of interactive groups will be inﬂuenced by the performance and 
reactions of other group members around them, and the interactions occurring early 
on inthe group process can shape the dynamics for the entire session (Paulus and 
Dzindolet, 1993).  
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The moderator is a critical component of a good group discussion, having first and 
foremost to wear the hats of professional referee and friend to control the flow and 
put respondents at ease. However, respondents can also be impacted negatively by 
other respondents who talk too much or, to a lesser extent not talk at all (Sheppard 
and Jones, 2013). Although the moderator need not be a specialist or expert in the 
topic being discussed, he or she must understand it sufficiently well to conduct the 
session. Szybillo and Berger (1979) cite four key factors the moderator needs to 
possess: ―ability to cover required topics‖, ―familiarity with the focus group process‖, 
―understanding of study objectives‖, and ―ability to probe the key points‖ made by 
respondents. The moderator is also sometimes cited as the facilitator. 
Krueger and Casey (2009) suggest weather, attendance, the venue, non-
participants in the room, a nonverbal group, an overly verbal group, experts, 
dominant talkers, shy participants, ramblers, and timing of questions can create 
difficulties for facilitators. 
Grudens-Schuck et al. (2004) suggest it is important to keep participants from 
moving discussion in particular directions. However, they believe the facilitator 
should balance the control of the group between the facilitator and the group 
participants to produce important insights on human behavior. They suggest 
participants ―have their say‖ rather than constantly being focused on the interview 
guide. They promote using probes to dig deeper to help create this balance. 
Smithson (2008) also shares this view by stating that research interests are best 
met by providing a balance between the research protocol and healthy discussion 
by participants. 
However, most importantly people enjoy focus groups. Krueger (2007:2) believes 
that the magic of a focus group is that people feel comfortable. 
3.2.6 Data analysis 
Data analysis will differ, based on the focus group processes used and the data 
collected. Recording and developing transcripts for sessions are ideal for catching 
interactive group discussions (Sutton and Arnold, 2011). According to Bruseberg 
and McDonagh (2003), much of the analysis consists of transcribing thoughts, ideas 
and comments from the tapes, entering the questionnaire results (if used) into a 
database, and arranging the comments into suitable groups. One of the most 
important parts of transforming embodied interviews into usable data is transcribing 
– or typewritten records from audio recordings. Transcribing is a key part of the data 
analysis process (Tracy, 2013). Then general themes and categories of user needs 
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may be identified to make the information more manageable. The data analysis can 
be complex process. Determining the content areas and their subcategories in data 
analysis is critical as well as identifying general themes or topics and selecting 
quotations that ―best reflect, describe, or summarize content areas‖ 
(O‘Donnell,1988). Kuniavsky (2003) explained that the codes should have short 
descriptive names, and each should embody a single idea that you are trying to 
follow. Codes should reflect the topics you are interested in studying.  
Focus group analysis techniques are similar to the technique used in ―contextual 
inquiry research‖. Observations are clustered, labeled, and become basis for 
determining the trends in people‘s behavior and attitudes. Those trends are then 
fleshed out and hypotheses are made to explain them, using data to back them up 
(Kuniavsky, 2003). Today researchers can choose programs like CATPAC, 
TEXTPAC for the analysis of focus groups. While all programs face the same 
structural problems involved in quantifying text, user interface, algorithms and output 
differ (Schmidt, 2004). 
3.3 Methodology 
This study aims to understand the changing of user experience between digital and 
physical products that are serving the same purpose, by conducting focus group 
discussions and questionnaires. Because the worldwide boom in smartphone 
penetration has forever changed the concept of photography, the focus of the study 
is the usage of mobile phones as cameras, speciﬁcally the differences and 
similarities in user experience of the physical one and the smartphone camera 
applications. To understand the differences between digital and physical products, 
photography is a contemporary issue that give opportunity to compare cameras and 
their 2d versions; smartphone applications. Thanks to Instagram and other photo 
applications in smartphones, mobile photography became more poular nowadays. 
There are lots of mobile photographer and professionals that experienced both 
phone cameras and physical cameras. Hence, there is a worthwhile knowledge and 
experience about cameras that can be provided by photographers.  
The reason of using the focus group technique in this research is using the 
advantages of group effect in the study. According to Tracy (2013) focus group are 
well poised for learning how certain groups react to a similar issue or shared 
experience. In this research it is thought that group of  photographers has common 
experience about physical and smartphone cameras. Hence two types of 
photographers; professional and mobile is suitable to do a focus group and compare 
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their experiences to eachother. In addition, the flexibility of discussions in focus 
groups provides real and deeper ideas and emotions about products in this 
research.   
Five fundamental assumptions exist regarding focus groups:  
(a) people are valuable sources of information;  
(b) people are capable of discussing themselves and articulating their thoughts, 
feelings, and behaviors;  
(c) the moderator can help people retrieve information;  
(d) the dynamics of the group can help generate valid and reliable data; and  
(e) group interviewing can be more effective than individual interviewing in particular 
research circumstances (Lederman, 1990). 
The most important part of the focus group study in this research has been the 
preparation phase since the preparation of the sessions required a range of different 
activities. Recruiting participants and the scheduling of the sessions involved 
maintaining contact with participants and clarifying arrangements for the location. 
Preparation of the location with video record tools, the sitting positions and 
refreshments has been planned in detail for all sessions. 
. A pilot focus group session was organized in the empirical phase of this study as 
the controlling tool for the following sessions in order to obtain both the timing of the 
planned study and to quantify the outputs of research questions (Figure 3.1).  The 
pilot study ended in two hours in length and consisted of 3 participants from Istanbul 
Technical University who are interested in professional or mobile photography. This 
session was organized one week before the original sessions in order to have the 
necessary time to modify the study through the output of pilot session. 
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Figure 3.1: Scene from the pilot study. 
In pilot focus group there were two parts; first one being ―round robin questionnaire‖ 
and the second one being the ―discussion session‖. The questions were modified by 
feedbacks from participants. In the light of the pilot focus group study, the contents 
of feelings and ideas of participants about camera were identified. Thus, it was 
decided to add a questionnaire about these content to the following sessions. In 
addition, the questions were modified and timing of the sessions was adjusted 
accordingly. 
3.3.1 Selection of the participants 
The expertise of the participants is very important and represents a weakness in 
many focus group applications because of the difficulty of bringing together 
numerous experts in a session. Yet, getting the right experts is arguably the most 
important component of a focus group study (Okoli and Pawlowski, 2004) The size 
of effective groups ranges from four to twelve participants, with the ideal size being 
seven to ten individuals (Krueger, 1988; Linville et al., 2003; Smithson, 2008; 
Krueger & Casey, 2009). Groups should be small enough for everyone to feel 
comfortable sharing their thoughts and large enough to provide a diversity of 
perspectives (Krueger, 1988). Multiple focus groups on the same topic are 
suggested to balance out the idiosyncrasies of individuals and groups and to include 
enough people who can best provide information and insight on what is being 
explored (Krueger, 1988). 
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Because of the topic for the focus group study that is chosen, two different types of 
participants were invited to sessions: professional photographers and mobile 
photographers. Knowledge level of the participants is the key factor in the selection 
of the photographers for focus group sessions. There were 4 sessions organized; 
two of them with professionals and the others with mobile photographers.  
Professionals that participated in the focus group studies take photos as a part of 
their job and as a hobby. Generally, there are two types of mobile camera users: 
those who take photos for fun or to record daily routines, and those ‗mobile 
photographers‘ who considered themselves engaged in the making of aesthetic 
images. In this study, ‗mobile photographers‘ were chosen to the sessions. They are 
using smartphones as a camera, they are using Instagram, is a photo-sharing  
application  used  by smartphone  photographers  to  post  their own pictures  and 
enjoy  those  posted  by other participants, to share their photos (Bell, 2013). They 
enjoy taking photographs with professional cameras or smartphone application or 
both of them. They are sharing their shots in internet via different applications and 
websites. Camera has a great space in their life. They make time for taking good 
shots almost everyday. 
They have minimum 600 followers in Instagram and they enjoy using smartphone as 
a camera. The sessions were conducted in participants‘ native language, Turkish. 
Totally, there were nine professional photographers and nine mobile photographers. 
Five of the total 18 (7 females and 11 males) are using both professional cameras 
and smartphone cameras. The participants were in the age of 22 to 37. 
Table 3.2 The diversity of the focus group sessions. 
 
Type Number Sex user of both 
session 1 professional photographers 5 participants 5M 1 
session 2 professional photographers 4 participants 1F 3M 1 
session 3 mobile photographers 5 participants 4F 1M 2 
session 4 mobile photographers 4 participants 2F 2M 1 
3.3.2 Environment of the focus group sessions 
Because that the special room for focus group sessions at Istanbul Technical 
University was not available during this study, the sessions were conducted in a 
class in Istanbul Technical University Taskısla Campus. The room was about 20 
square meters with a large window. There was a long table for participants and the 
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assistant who helped in the sessions was seated in the behind of the participants in 
the same table so thatthe participants were not affected from the assistant (Figure 
3.4).. On the other hand moderator could make an eye contact with her/him. There 
was a board to take notes for the moderator (Figure 3.4). A camera was placed in 
front of the participants to record their speech and facial expressions (Figure 3.1). 
 
Figure 3.2: The room layout for 5 and 4 participants. 
 
Figure 3.3: The layout of the focus group (Focus Group Session III). 
Eating is an informal activity that can break the tension in a group that is just forming 
(Kuniavsky, 2003). In sessions, food and drinks were provided to make people feel 
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comfortable and the prevent the possibility of hungry participants since the meetings 
were handled right after work hours (Figure 3.4). 
 
 
Figure 3.4: Foods and drinks provided during sessions (Focus Group SessionIV). 
3.2.3 Data collection methods 
In the light of the part 3.2.2 Techniques in Focus Group, three techniques were 
chosen. Sessions started with filling the personal information form (Appendix A). 
The aim  of  this  form  is  to  get demographic  information about the  participants 
including  their  age,  gender  and  occupation,  and  to  gather data about the 
degree of their familiarity and experience on camera and smartphone (Appendix B). 
Then the moderator, who is the author of this text, made a short speech to explain 
the content of the study and the part of the session (Appendix C). After the speech, 
every participant introduced themselves to others briefly. In addition, name cards 
were placed when participants took their seats, so that they could address each 
other with names during the discussion and to feel familiar with each other. Before 
participating in the study, participants were asked to bring their cameras with them 
so that they could explain how they use their cameras while they are talking about it 
(Figure 3.5, Figure 3.6).  
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The first part of the sessions were designed to be  round robin questions aiming to 
warm-up. After round-robin session, there is a break and participants filled a 
questionnaire. The last session is the discussion part with questions.  
 
Figure 3.5: Professional photographers with their cameras (Focus Group Session I). 
 
Figure 3.6: Participant talk about camera by handling (Focus Group Session II). 
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3.3.3.1 Round-robin discussion 
The round-robin discussion is a relatively simple technique for getting participants 
involved in the session and focused on a key issue right from the start. In some 
circumstances, it also enables problem areas to be analysed, and potential solutions 
to be identified (Langford and McDonagh, 2003).  
The technique can be applied in sheets or board. In these focus group sessions, 
white board is used to note the answers. There were 7 open-ended statements 
about cameras and smarphone cameras (Appendix D). Moderator wrote down the 
first statement and repeated orally  right after. The participants completed the 
statement in turn. Moderator wrote the response of participants to list so that 
everyone can easily view the response. After the first round, if they have another 
answer they could add in the second round. It was repeated in all open-ended 
statements. In addition to white board noting, video recording was an important 
material for this discussion to analyze the conversation among the participants. 
3.3.3.2 Questionnaire 
Questionnaires provide an additional method for capturing feedback from 
participants during a focus group. Because the questions are pre-determined, 
questionnaire results can be more easily analysed than the outputs of a discussion 
(Langford and McDonagh, 2003). In this focus group study, questionnaire was 
distributed to participants between the round-robin session and question based 
discussion. The questionnaire consists of 2 pages; one for camera and second for 
smatphone camera. There are 22 lines that consist of 2 contrast adjectives on each 
such as; honest-dishonest, social-unsocial, etc. (Appendix F). Between the contrast 
adjectives there are 5 box to tick up. Participants ticked up the box that they felt 
closer from both sides.  
It was possible to gain knowledge on the general feelings of participants toward 
camera and smartphone due to the analysis of the questionnaire (Appendix G). 
There are meaningful different results depending on the type of participants (camera 
user, smartphone camera users, or users of both). 
3.3.3.3 Discussion based questions 
According to Bruseberg and McDonagh (2003) questions need to be easily 
understood by all the participants, using familiar terms and words. It is important to 
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stress at the outset that the participants should use their own familiar terms. The 
questions need to encourage participants to express their thoughts, by preferring 
‗open‘ questions to ‗closed‘ ones. The questions should aim to promote group 
discussions.  
In the focus group discussions of this research, there are eleven questions asked to 
understand the context of product use and the feelings of the participants 
accordingly (Appendix E). Some questions had sub-questions to compare 
smartphone cameras and physical cameras. There was a purposeful and targeted  
arrangement of questions that changes the flow of the group discussions. Some 
questions were put forward because participants started to talk about similar 
subjects spontaneously. Product photos were used as a visual aid. in the question: 
―What do you think about smartphones with advanced camera specialties like Nokia 
Lumia 1020 and Samsung Galaxy Zoom?‖ in order to understand the ideas of the 
participants (Figure 3.7). 
 
 
Figure 3.7: Samsung Galaxy Zoom (top) Nokia Lumia 1020 (bottom). 
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4.  ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 
In analysing the results, video recordings of thefocus group sessions, notes taken by 
the moderator and the answers for the questionaires were used. Firstly, the 
moderator transcribed video records. Every video‘s duration was around 2 hours. 
The transcribing took four days for four videos. After the transcribing, Microsoft 
Excel was used for coding. All four video transcribing were wrote down into an Excel 
sheet and the codes embedded in the discussins were examined.. It‘s revealed that 
there are different themes that participants were talking about smartphone cameras 
and physical camerasThe implications from codes is analyzed in this section.. In 
addition to this coding study, the questionnaire responses were listed and grouped 
to help to analyze. Following sections include discussions and aims to reveal the 
potential of the study.   
4.1 Analysis of Thematic Implications of The Study 
This part emphasizes six main themes that were extracted from transcription of the 
focus group sessions.  Observed results can be summarized in mainly six sections; 
namely product properties, emotions, sharing and socialization, subjects of 
photography, habits and authenticity. 
 
Figure 4.1: Six main thematic implications of the study. 
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4.1.1 Product properties 
Product properties can be divided into three groups  according to the the responses 
of participants; ergonomics, technical specifications and quality.  
4.1.1.1 Ergonomics 
First property is ergonomics that is the scientific discipline concerned with the 
understanding of interactions among humans and other elements of a system, and 
is the profession that applies theory, principles, data and methods to design in order 
to optimize human well-being and overall system performance (International 
Ergonomics Association). In direction of the answers of the participants, professional 
photographers said that cameras are more ergonomic than mobile cameras 
because of the grasp. Session I Participant I expressed his opinion with these 
words: ―While I‟m taking pictures with camera, after a while it can become a part of 
me. However, smartphone is not. I always think that I am going to drop it when 
taking pictures with it. For example when taking pictures close towater or edge of a 
river, I fear to drop the phone into the water. But camera is a part of me.‖ Hence, 
they feel that camera can be a part of their body while they are taking photographs. 
The other photographers pointed out similar characteristics and despised the grasp 
of smartphone, especially while taking photos. On the other hand, most of them 
gave the same answer ―heaviness‖ to the open-ended round-robin sentence ―the 
worst thing while taking photos with camera is…‖ Similarly, ―heaviness and size of 
camera‖ is the reason why mobile photographers left the professional cameras or 
never think to get one. Professionals thought that it is exhausting  to take photos 
and carry camera and its extensions like lenses, filters, so on. Conversely, some 
professionals claimed that the heaviness of the camera is a supporter to take sharp 
and clear photos whereas ―portability‖ seems to be a key factor of choosing 
smartphone to take photos. Session II Participant I who is a professional pleased 
with mobile photography stated, “I can‟t carry camera easily. I can‟t pocket it.” Both 
mobile and professional photographers agreed on the responses ―Lightness‖, 
―Easiness‖, ―Practicality‖ and ―Quickness‖ to the question: ―What is the best thing 
about smartphone cameras?‖  
4.1.1.2 Technical specifications 
The second property is technical specifications of products. The main difference 
between cameras and smartphones are the controllability. Professionals 
accustomed to adjust settings; it is the most important deficiency of the mobile 
photography for them. Ingledew (2013) claims that the more you know about the 
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camera and how, why it works, the more you can control the photographs you take. 
Despite this, camera manufacturers seem obsessed with wanting to take control 
away from photographers by making picture taking more and more automatic. 
Cameras increasingly offer inbuilt pre-set values calculated to produce results for 
average conditions rather than letting you control the focus, framing, exposure, 
whether to freeze or blur action to use flash. Professionals and some mobile 
photographers want to change aperture and ISO to take photo in darker places. 
When asked to participants ―Without which features of camera, you feel that this 
camera is not a real camera?‖ they usually respond, ―without adjusting shutter 
speed and aperture‖. Hence, night shooting is an unsatisfied technical specification 
of mobile cameras. In addition, digital zoom of smartphone camera limits 
photographers to zoom an object and it affects the subject of the photo. Session III 
Partcipant V stated, “Sometimes I want to take an object far away from me with 
smartphone but I could‟t zoom it. However there is a chance to capture the same 
object with camera”.  
 
Figure 4.2: Diagram of usefulness. 
All participants agreed that smartphone cameras made lives easy because of ease 
of use, ease of access, ease of share andease of editing. All participants 
appreciated editing capabilities and easiness of smartphone. There is no need to 
cable or a computer to edit. Session II Participant IV said, ―I like editing instantly‖ by 
and for smartphones. Besides, photographers pointed out the easiness of accessing 
the photos in smartphone compared to camera. This is because they move their 
photos from cameras to an external disk and it is hard to find a certain photo when 
needed. Conversely, in the smartphone at hand and photos can be accessed 
immediately and easily. In addition, according to the answers in the questionnaire, 
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mobile photographers and photographers that use both type of cameras think that 
smartphone is quicker than the physical camera. Apparently, professional 
photographers (that only use professional camera) had the reverse idea. Figure 4.1 
shows those participants‘ feelings about usefulness of cameras. 
The sound of shutter release that photographers love to hear was mentioned in all 
sessions. Hence, smartphones copied and mimicked it to applications. Only one 
professional hated this voice because it attracts attention. ―Attracting attention‖ is 
one of the more addressed problems for physical cameras. Photographers stated 
that people turn uncomfortable when they seecameras, and when they want to 
―capture the moment‖ without being noticed, camera is so huge to hide. Conversely, 
mobile cameras are very useful to shoot hidden and mobile photographers think that 
for ―capture the moment‖ mobile cameras are faster than other cameras because of 
the handy adjustments. On the other hand, Ingledew says that (2013) camera 
phones often have a delay between pressing the shutter and the moment when the 
camera takes the image. It means you miss the moment, making phone cameras a 
poor choice for spontaneous photography. According to the questionnaire 
andcomments in the focus group sessions, professional photographers agreed to 
Ingledew that cameras are faster than smartphone cameras.  
Photographers admire the video features of smartphone cameras like slow motion 
and stop-motion. Session I Participant I stated that ―i-phone makes incredible slow-
motion at shooting instantly. There is no such camera that takes 120 frames per 
second even Mark 3‖. 
 
Figure 4.3: External lenses for smartphone cameras (Url-2). 
The accessories and additions of camera are limitless in comparison  to mobile 
cameras. Professionals mentioned that they have many choices in taking different 
types of photos with professional cameras instead of smartphone applications. In 
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addition, almost half of them use external lenses for smartphones such as; fisheye 
lens, wide-angle lens, etc. (Figure 4.2) 
4.1.1.3 Quality 
The last product property that is implied by participants is quality. As a result of the 
questionnaire, it can be seen that all participants agreed on the higher quality of 
physical cameras compared to smartphone cameras (Figure4.4). Most of 
professional photographers stated that the quality of smartphone is insufficient for 
them however; professionals that use both professional and mobile camera claimed 
that the quality is enough good. Session I Participant II said, “Wherever you look the 
photo is so important. How many photos that you print out bigger than an A4 size 
paper? If we do not make a commercial shooting, smartphone camera is better than 
professional one.” Users of both camera and mobile camera have habits to take the 
same photos with smartphone and professional camera so thatthere is one of high 
quality in somewhere to print bigger which makes them feel safe. In addition, mobile 
photographers pointed out that smartphones technically did not contain all the 
features that physical cameras did. Nevertheless, they are satisfied with the mobile 
cameras because of the purpose of usage; looking in smartphones and sharing with 
smartphones. 
 
Figure 4.4: Diagram of quality perception of participants. 
Lenses of higher quality is a decision point in  purchasing  smartphones just as 
professional camera. Session III Participant I said, ―the quality of camera is my 
motivation to buy smartphone‖ and Participant III responded her ―Camera quality is 
the only reason that I left i-phone 4 and bought i-phone 5.‖ To sum up, both 
professional and smartphone camera have superior propertiesto the other in quality 
context. Photographers choose camera types according to their needs. 
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Unexpectedly, photographers did not state that smartphone camera is insufficient for 
them. They assigned a different meaning to the smartphone camera from the 
physical cameras. 
4.1.2 Emotions 
According to Norman (2004), science now knows that evolutionarily more advanced 
animals are more emotional than primitive ones, the human being the most 
emotional of all. Moreover, emotions play a critical role in daily lives, helping access 
situations as good or bad, safe or dangerous. In this part, implications of emotion 
are categorized as pleasure, satisfaction and emotional bonding with object. First 
implication is pleasure of photographers. ―Pleasure‖ and ―happiness‖ are the most 
given responses to the open-ended statement.  In figure 4.4, participants‘ feeling of 
happiness about physical and smartphone cameras is visualized. The participants 
who use two types of cameras, feel equally happy while using both physical and 
smartphone cameras. Generally, all participants stated about theirhappiness feeling 
towards both type of camera though thefigure 4.4 shows that professionals are 
happier with physical cameras andmobile photographers feel happier with 
smartphone camera. 
 
Figure 4.5: The diagram of feeling happiness of participants. 
Some professionals drew attention to ‗the act of taking photo with camera‘ as a 
pleasure but smartphone could not make this act such a pleasure. Changing lenses, 
the sound of shutter release, grasp of the camera are the common pleasant features 
of professional cameras as stated by the participants. They mentioned that there is 
no endeavoring in mobile photography. Moreover, some of them are in love with 
analogue cameras and It is a pleasure to use film as put by their own words.  The 
feeling of excitement while taking photo with an analogue camera and the surprising 
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effect as the print out is seen was stated as superior that digitals could not make 
one experience.. In addition, mobile photographers pointed out that thouching the 
printed photos is also exciting.  
Although this characteristic peculiar to the analogue was stressed out, the rest state 
that mobile photography is a pleasure too. Although he is a professional advertising 
photographer, Session I Participant II said, ―While taking photo with camera, I can‟t 
get the same feeling that I get with smartphone‖. He explains this better feeling with 
the ease of technical features of smartphone since the adjustments and technical 
features of professional cameras are too complex. He said that he is obsessed with 
technical details and could not feel the photo itself. Thus, he likes i-phone 
photography. He is satisfied with the outputs of smartphone in opposition to some 
professional participants, he thinks that this is because that we are looking the 
photos on smartphone screen. Furthermore, he stated that he would leave 
professional camera totally in the next level. According to him, mobile photography 
is more intimate than professional one. Likewise, other participants agreed that it is 
intimate because of amateurism of mobile photography. 
The second emotional implication is satisfaction. Most professionals only satisfy 
smartphone photography when the result is better than expected. Session I 
Participant I mentioned, “The thought is that if I took such a good photo with mobile 
camera, I am really good photographer. You feel this satisfaction.” Most of 
professional participant think the output of smartphone is not satisfactory and has 
sharable quality. 
While talking about smartphones with advanced camera specialties like Nokia Lumia 
1020 and Samsung Galaxy Zoom; participants, who tried these phones, said that 
they did not satisfy the smartphone specialties of them. In addition, it seems like a 
camera but they said the ergonomy is not satisfying. On the other hand, mobile 
photographers think these types of smartphones give the feeling of camera and 
photo of good quality. 
 
Figure 4.6: External lenses for smartphone cameras (Url-3). 
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Almost half of participants used external lenses in their smartphone. They satisfied 
the outcome of the lenses. However, when they told about big size lens uses in 
smartphone, photographers said that it is exaggeration and absurd for a thin phone. 
(Figure 4.6) 
The last emotional implication is emotional bond with product. Participant thought 
that they express themselves with photography and they value it greatly. ―Love‖, 
―Indispensable‖ are responses to the statement ―In my opinion taking photos is….‖ 
Session II Participant III shared her feelings, “Photography is like freezing a 
moment. It does not roll on. You can take a mark of time and save it. You can 
capture the moment.” 
Professional camera gives feeling of being photographer to both mobile and 
professional participants. Photographer like neither their postures while taking 
picture with neither smartphone nor the grasp of it. Moreover, some of them 
humiliate the posture and do not find professional. Session II Participant I said that 
“It‟s about the feeling that smartphone gives you. Because when you hold camera, 
you feel a different bond with it.” Accordingly, mobile photographers think that 
professional camera users have a feeling of prestige and being a part of a special 
group. 
Some professional photographers have conservative bond with camera. Session I 
Participant I said ―Smartphone never take camera‘s place for me.‖  In addition, 
Session II Participant II mentioned that he hates smartphone camera because it has 
no soul. According to questionnaire, the feeling of value and importance is parallel 
for participants. (Figure 4.7) The distinction of valueness between physical and 
smartphone camera is more for professionals. Photographers that only use 
professional camera think that physical camera is much more valuable than 
smartphone camera. Nonetheless, other photographers give a different value to 
neither smartphone nor physical cameras. Inaddition, when the question ―If physical 
camera doesn‘t exist, what would photography return for you?‖  was asked, another 
professional participant said that she will continue to take photos by searching 
different methods with smartphone, because the important thing is photo not the tool 
that you take it.  When camera is not with them, professionals use mobile camera 
and the same participant said that photo taked by smartphone has the same value 
with photo from camera.  
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Figure 4.7: The diagram of feeling of value of participants. 
Surprisingly, photographers thought that professional cameras are fabrication and 
they cannot personalize it. For instance, Mark 3 is one of the preferable cameras for 
photographers but everybody has Mark 3 in the same shape and color.  This 
property makes professional camera ordinary. 
In addition, social media applications have a factor the bond with photographers and 
photography. Especially mobile photographers have dependence to Instagram. 
Prodominantly they feel bad if they do not upload a photo everyday. ―Likes‖ and 
―followers‖ in social media is a motivation for both professionals and mobile 
photographers. They feel good because they are liked and followed. 
Session IV Participant IV started to take photos with smartphone; she has followers 
and she love to take photos. When someone suggests her buying a professional 
camera, she refuses it. She said, “I don‟t want to betray to my smartphone camera.” 
4.1.3 Sharing & socializing 
According to Jordan (1999), one of the four types of pleasure is socio-pleasure. 
Social pleasure derived from interaction with others. All communication technologies 
–whether telephone, cellphone, email, instant messaging, or even regular mail – 
play an important social roles by design. Correlatively, sharing and socializing are 
themes that frequently refered by participants. ―My favourite thing while taking photo 
with smartphone is…‖ statement continued to ―simplicity and quickness of sharing‖, 
―instant sharing‖ and ―socializing‖ in every focus group session. When a professional 
take a photo with his camera if there is someone who use mobile camera, he cannot 
catch the quickness of his friend to share in Instagram. Because he needs to 
transfer photo to computer and edit it before he share. 
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Participant mentioned that when you take a photo with camera you can only share it 
with your friends but thanks to applications like Instagram, you can share your 
photos with people that you even do not know. It is so easy to share a photo on 
different social media platform in a short time. The most important deficiency of 
camera that participants mentioned is unable to share instantly. Some participants 
transfer professional photos to smartphone from camera via wi-fi. Then they share 
them in Instagram with their followers. Hence, they use smartphone to quick share. 
On the other hand, other professionals prefer to share their photos in professional 
websites instead of Instagram. Thus, they think that they do not need to quick share. 
Some photographers said that there are cameras with features to share in instagram 
directly. Therefore, it is no more a problem to share quickly with camera. 
Before smartphone, the only thing is shared in photography platforms is photo. Then 
Deviantart extend the user profile with illustrators, 3d drawers, artists. Now 
Instagram open the platform to everybody like cooks, florists, fashion designers. 
Everything is global today. 
Creating the same kinds of interaction of printed images with digital images on 
mobile devices is made even more difﬁcult by their location in a highly personalized 
device. The interaction of model of sharing is transformed to online applications.  
Hence, smartphone camera allows people to share instant photos with their friends 
and family far from them via Facebook and Whatsapp. But it‘s impossible with 
cameras. Session III Participant V told “There is a long process; you have to transfer 
it to computer and then attach an e-mail. If it is large pixelated photo, you have to 
minimize it. Then attach an e-mail. Then send it. You lost your friend in this long 
process”.  
Mobile photographers respond the question ―In my opinion taking photography is…‖ 
as ―sharing, share something to people‖. They want to show to people that they took 
a good photo. The social function of the camera phone differs from the social 
function of the camera in some important ways. Participants think that photography 
transforms a social object. Before smartphone, it is a more individual stuff than now. 
Today when they take a picture, they know that they can reach society with their 
photos. Furthermore, a mobile photographer confessed “we take photos only to 
share”.  
According to participants, socialization is a motivating factor to photography for both 
mobile and professional photographers. They have networks in Instagram or 500px. 
They have a social interaction to other users of these applications in globally thanks 
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to simplicity of photo sharing. Although they do not meet face to face, participants 
call them ―friends‖ because they have a chance to follow each other and comment 
one another. Moreover, most of mobile photographers get friends, to whom they felt 
drawn in Instagram network and started to go out and take photos together similar to 
professionals. 
On the contrary, some professional photographers disagreed that online socializing 
is real. They thought that it is a fake relationship, if they do not know eachother face 
to face. Photography is socializer factor among professional photographers, too. 
They meet photographers, models and random people who they took photos of 
them.   
 
Figure 4.8: Diagram of participants‘ idea of socialization. 
Participants mentioned that socialization with mobile photography is online and 
public; otherwise, professional photography is offline and private. Photographers 
can reach quickly many people via smartphone applications and get thousands of 
followers. Hence, they can be popular and phenomenon in a virtual network easily. 
According to questionnaire, all participants think that mobile camera allows sociality 
more than physical camera (Figure 4.8) 
Participants mentioned that they lose their offline socializing while they socialize 
online. Because of mobile photo applications, they are interested to photography 
instead of their friend when they meet. Session II Participant IV said, “I feel that we 
meet our friends to take photos of proofing of the meeting. Then, we can leave. We 
can‟t really socialize with friends next to us.” They think that there is not dialog with 
friend only taking photos and sharing to other people on their networks. 
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4.1.4 Usage area 
Subject of photograph is differentiate and extended with different type of cameras. 
Professional photographers usually take photos with professional cameras. They 
use cameras in their jobs, for family photography, to enjoy, on travel, on special 
events; wedding, birthday, birth except simultaneous photos, notes, instant photos 
to share. The participants, who use both smartphone camera and professional 
camera to take photos, have more complicated usage then photographers. They 
enjoy capturing with both type of camera. The camera selection depends on 
photographer. Mobile photographers use their smartphone for all type of 
photography.  Mobile photography opens a sphere of contribution and gives rise to 
new practices in photography. The hidden photo taking is easier with mobile 
camera. Photographers do not get reaction of people who they want to take photo. 
In addition, professionals thought that they could focus to the frame more while 
taking photo with smartphone. Because there are no adjustments to change and 
they focus to the object and frame. Besides, photographers have chance to crop 
more detailed photos when they take a professional camera because of the pixel 
quality. 
Camera phones are not, however, just another kind of camera. Participants of focus 
group pointed out these usages. They use mobile photography as a note for 
themselves or for sharing with their colleagues, friends and family.  
Participants mentioned that with mobile photography the subject of photo was 
changes. They started to take photo of everyday things like; foods, drinks, clothes, 
self-portraits, etc. They thought that portability of mobile phone expanded subjects, 
because they keep their mobile camera everywhere with them. However, they were 
taking their cameras to only special occasions like travel, birthday, family meeting. In 
addition, they mentioned they want to be a part of the photo. They were posing in 
front of a building or with a birthday cake. However, now they only take photos of 
birthday cake and themselves. They want to show the beauty of a building because 
they can take photos how many they want. Smartphone camera changed 
participant‘s point of view. They stated that before smartphone, they took photos 
more general. Now they pay attention to details. Minimal photos, vscocam photos, 
some special groups about street photography. 
Most of participants mentioned that selfie, which is a self-portrait photograph, 
typically taken with a hand-held digital camera or camera phone, entered to our lives 
with smartphone camera. The front camera feature made selfie normal for society. 
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Table 4.1: The situations that professional or smartphone camera is preferred. 
 Only professional 
camera users 
Only smartphone 
camera users 
Both professional 
and smartphone 
camera users 
Professional 
camera 
at work 
Significant subject 
Portrait 
Selfie 
To enjoy 
Memory photo 
Hobby 
Family portraits 
Travel 
Special occasions 
 At work 
Portrait 
To keep the large 
photo 
Planned photos 
Motion photo 
To print 
Hobby 
Special occasions 
Travel 
To create a 
composition 
Smartphone Selfie 
For work 
Note 
If there is no camera 
To share in social 
media 
Insignificant subjects 
To capture the 
moment 
Foodporn 
Funny things 
Personal photos 
Life 
If there is not enough 
time to prepare 
camera 
 
 
Selfie 
Street photography 
Note 
Landscape 
Hidden photos 
For work 
to promote  their 
product or themselves 
Foodporn 
Memory photos 
Special occasions 
life 
Travel 
To capture the 
moment 
Hobby 
 
Selfie 
Street photography 
note 
Landscape 
Simultaneous photos 
Hidden photos 
Hobby 
To print 
To capture the moment 
 
4.1.5 Habits 
Camera phones have become a part of our lives. People carry them to work, to 
social events, to leisure activities, even when going shopping. This relationship with 
other subjects forms the habit of people. Habit is one of the most implied themes in 
focus group sessions. Smartphone camera affected habits of people about 
photography. Photographers thought that smartphone camera is more practical than 
physical camera. Hence, they do not want to give up this habit. Four of nine mobile 
photographers left camera totally after starting to use smartphone, two of them 
never used camera before, only three of them continue to use professional camera. 
On the other hand, some professional photographers use smartphone as a social 
media-uploading tool for their photos instead of taking photos with phone camera.  
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Participants pointed out that smartphone cameras make people lazier because of 
the easiness. For instance, Session II Participant III mentioned, “I‟m sending my 
instant photos to my friends instead of conversations or writing. I do not write down 
„I‟m drinking tea‟. I take photo of my tea and send it. It‟s so usual for me”. 
Participants said that they no longer send mails or e-mails with photos after 
smartphone cameras, because they share photos instantly via Whatsapp, Facebook 
or Instagram with their friends and family. Thus, they mentioned that this instant 
sharing made them impatient to wait for anything. 
  
Figure 4.9: The diagram of participants‘ idea about seriousness. 
 
Figure 4.10: The diagram of easiness. 
According to photographers, the most important effect of smartphone is raise of the 
number of shooting. They said that it is riskless and easy. When they take photos 
with professional cameras, especially mobile photographers feel themselves under 
pressure to take good photo. Figure 4.9 shows that the participants‘ perception of 
seriousness for cameras. All photographers thought that smartphone is unserious in 
comparison to physical cameras. Accordingly, figure 4.10 is about the 
photographers‘ feelings of easiness.  Hence, the easiness of smartphone also leads 
to a problem that over-use of camera. Some participant mentioned that while 
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capturing the moment, they lose to leave the moment. They are critised by friends 
because they are always interested mobile photography. Hence, they are not living 
the moment with their friends. On the other hand, they are thinking that raising 
number of photos deteriorated photography.  
Photo applications like Instagram, VscoCam, EyeEm are a part of people‘s life. 
Session I Participant I said that she is looking her photos and apps every night 
before sleeping instead of reading a book. The fact that people tend to carry their 
mobile camera phones with them wherever they go means that they now have 
increased opportunities for taking photographs. If there is no smartphone camera, 
they do not think that they could ―catch the moment‖. Because people carry cameras 
only for special events; like birthday, travel or celebration, they could not capture the 
daily instant photos without smartphones that they have at their hand. 
Moreover, some participants started to shoot photo with smartphones. Photography 
has become a hobby for them thanks to mobile cameras. ―If there is no camera in 
your mobile phone, what would photography return for you?‖  Was asked to 
participant and Session IV Participant II answered “I don‟t think that I would be 
interested to photography in that situation. Now I „m interested photography as a 
hobby. If there is no smartphone camera, I don‟t think that I would take photos.” 
Furthermore, some of them realized that they like to photography so much and 
started to use professional cameras, too. Participants thought that photography had 
spread more users with phone cameras. Similarly, professionals mentioned there 
were many talented mobile photographers who have never used professional 
camera in Instagram. Moreover, mobile photographers mentioned that their sense of 
aesthetics changed after starting to take photos with smartphone camera. 
The habit of the sharing photos modified with smartphone cameras. Session III 
Participant III mentioned that before phone camera, we created albums with our 
photos after trips and shared via Facebook. Now it is so rare because of instant 
sharing ability during the trip.  
The subject of the photo was changes with accessibleness of camera. Before 
smartphones, mobile photographers said that they wanted to be in photos. Now they 
prefer to take photos of a building without themselves. They have chance to take 
photos how many they want. Hence, if the main point is a historic building, they do 
not want to change the subject from it to themselves.  
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Figure 4.11: Changing in habits of camera using. 
4.1.6 Authenticity of experience 
In this study, authenticity means that whole properties and experiences of a product 
that people think that they originally belong to this product. Generally, people think 
that analogue experiences are authentic and original. On the other hand, digital 
experiences are associated with copy of an original experience. However, the 
implications of authenticity resulted different from predictions of the study (Figure 
4.12).  
 
Figure 4.12: The authenticity diagrams. 
Participants implied that smartphone camera also has its own authenticity. It is more 
than a digital copy of a physical camera. Moreover, they mentioned that professional 
camera is taking some of the features of smartphone camera. Session I Participant I 
mentioned that “How smartphones are trying to approach to professional cameras 
by adding some features from cameras like quality of megapixel or quality of lenses, 
similarly cameras are taking features of smartphone cameras such as photo 
sharing, wireless internet connection or GPS. New models of cameras have these 
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properties. At the future, physical camera and smartphone camera will meet at the 
mid-point by taking features from each other.”  
4.1.6.1 Physical camera 
Camera has a changing authenticity of its own through the technological 
developments. Today with digital features, it is different from the first camera. 
However, nowadays the technology affects photography more than any time. 
Notwithstanding, camera has an authenticity that defies the changings.   
According to participants, the authenticity of camera is changing but has some key 
factors. They think that photography was more valuable before existing of 
smartphone cameras. ―If physical camera doesn‘t exist, what would photography 
return for you?‖ asked to participants, they said that would be cheaper and 
worthless than now. It transform to consumable stuff. 
Taking photo with professional camera is a process of experience that they 
endeavor and enjoy with it. According to participants, the process is authentic. 
Choosing a place to take photo, set up the camera, adjust the settings for 
environment and type of the photo and capture the photo is the journey of taking 
photo. There are many rules and stuff to do for achieving a good result. The 
adjustments of camera are challenging and irrevocable. They cannot live the same 
process in smartphone. According to questionnaire, one of the most distinctive 
differences between smartphone and physical camera is feeling of authoritarian or 
liberal. Figure 4.13 shows that participants thought that camera is authoritarian. All 
type of photographers thinks that smartphone camera is more liberal and flexible. 
However, especially professional photographers enjoy that authoritarian challenge. 
 
Figure 4.13: The diagram of authoritarian vs. liberal. 
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The posture and handling of photography is authentic. Participant mentioned that 
people forgot to move with camera; like bending to capture a photo or lie down. In 
addition, photographers think that the editing is more original in photo from camera. 
Because there are no templated filters, the editing is another enjoyable part of the 
process. They can deal with each part of the photo separately. Session III 
Participant VI said “You can form the photo after you capture it with editing. Instead 
of a filter on Instagram, You can change all features of the photo like lightness and 
color.” 
The quality image is an authenticity of physical camera. Participants think that 
smartphone image quality cannot catch the camera. Because of the proportions, the 
high quality lenses cannot include to smartphone. Furthermore, photographers think 
that physical camera is more honest than smartphone camera. (Figure 4.14). The 
reason of this idea is mobile camera photos have many filters on it. They seem like 
a visual art than a photograph because of the editing capabilities. Hence, although 
the image is awful, they can transform it an aesthetic image with filters of 
smartphone. In addition, photographers think that, mobile photographers take good 
photos with their limited featured smartphone cameras. However, they would not 
take a good photo when they have to adjust physical camera when there is 
changing light and different conditions. Thus, they think that mobile photography is 
dishonest comparing to professional one. 
 
Figure 4.14: The diagram of honesty. 
The purpose of taking photos with camera is storing printed or digital photos. 
According to participants, printing a photo belongs to physical camera instead of 
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mobile camera. Session III Participant VI mentioned that “Photo albums is a value 
that they started to loose with digital photography. Now we totally lost this valuable 
physical stuff with existing of smartphone cameras.” 
The usage area is physical camera is authentic. Participants did not think that they 
could take portraits with smartphone. In addition, physical camera is preferred to 
take photos of special occasions. Because of the high quality image, photographers 
want to capture these special moments like weddings and birthdays with their 
camera instead of smartphone. Moreover, motion photos are authentic for physical 
camera thanks to developed features.  
4.1.6.2 Smartphone camera 
The expectations of people from smartphone camera differs the output of physical 
camera. Both mobile photographers and professional mentioned that, mobile 
photograph differs from other photographs; participants call it ―frame‖ or ―image‖ 
instead of photo. Session II Participant II stated, “I don‟t say „he is a good 
photographer‟ for a mobile photographer. I can say, „he has a good sense of 
aesthetics‟.” 
Camera is not an added feature to smartphone. Camera is an important stuff that 
makes a phone a ―smartphone‖. Most of participants bought their smartphones by 
motivation of good camera. Moreover, lens of higher quality is a decision point to 
purchase smartphones just as professional camera.  
Mobile photography developed its own authentic habits because of internet usage 
and some applications. Session IV Participant III stated that “Smartphone camera 
came to us a package with social media. I cannot imagine another type of mobile 
photography. Mobile photographer means social media photographer.” The key 
purpose of taking photo with smartphone is sharing it. Hence, people develop new 
sharing habits. Participants do not want to see photos after and after. They think that 
it is boring to share photos consecutively in instant sharing applications. They found 
new ways to share photos, they keep waiting photos for their travel or special days 
and they share them after a while. They share different type of photos in different 
mediums: landscapes, foodporn, buildings, minimal photos, selfies in Instagram, 
special occasion photos, weddings, meeting with friends in Facebook, professional 
mobile photos in EyeEm, news in twitter.  Every medium has different features and 
different network. According to participants, outcome of photography turned to 
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consumer product that is consume quickly because of smartphone camera. This 
easy and quick production and consumption of photo make photography invaluable.  
Some usage areas were shaped with smartphone cameras. Selfie is top authentic 
example. Most of participants mentioned that selfie entered to our lives with 
smartphone camera. The front camera feature made selfie authentic for mobile 
camera. In addition, foodporn is another type of photo is authentic for mobile 
camera. Because, smartphone is near with people in everywhere, these type of 
routine life photos came in to our lives. 
According to photographers, mobile photography is inherently more active than 
other types of photography. Correlatively, in results of questionnaire mobile 
photographers and photographers that use both professional and mobile camera 
agreed that smartphone camera is more vibrant. Notwithstanding, professionals 
think that professional camera is more vibrant. (Figure 4.15) In addition, it is thought 
that mobile photography related to aesthetic values. Because mobile photographer 
catch an aesthetic point in a street, on a table, on a detail of window frame and 
capture it. In addition, photographers mentioned that mobile photography is 
deceptive because of possibility to change it with filters. 
 
Figure 4.15: The diagram for perception of vibrancy. 
The square format is authentic for smartphones because of Instagram app. 
Professional photographers think that if photos from professional camera were not 
adapted to Instagram app, mobile photography can be an original challenge that 
more people want to try themselves. They believed that it ruined the smartphone 
photography. Previously, professional photographers have not shared their photos 
from camera. They thought that “Only smartphone photographs must be shared in 
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Instagram. Because the logic of applications is instant capturing and sharing” But it 
changed in time although there are some users share photos only from smartphone. 
4.2 Transition of Authenticity 
The study shows that there is a reciprocal transition between physical camera and 
smartphone camera. In this section, it will be interpreted the participants implications 
about transition of authentic features of cameras.  
4.2.1 From physical cameras to smartphone cameras  
Transition of authenticity from physical camera to smartphone camera is predictable. 
The capturing features, flash, lenses, zooming are authentic for physical camera. 
Session I Participant I said, “We‟re trying to transform smartphones to the 
professional cameras by adding external lenses or downloading applications.” 
Photographers try to transform smartphone camera to professional to get higher 
quality photos. 
When ―Which features will be added to smartphone, you will feel that it is a real 
camera?‖ is asked to mobile photographers, they said that opening and closing 
flash, opening zoom, adjusting of white balance, printing like Polaroid. Hence, 
although they love to take photos with mobile camera, they feel insufficiency of 
phone camera. 
Participants think that there is a big laboring that is authentic in photography while 
using physical camera. The photography with physical camera is seen as a hobby, 
now mobile photography is a hobby that people take time off and try to find better 
techniques and topics. Unexpectedly the habit of going out for photography transfer 
to mobile photography. Besides taking photos instantly, they are going somewhere 
special to take different photos. Session IV Participant IV said that she is going to 
old town in good weathers to take photos with her mobile camera. In addition, 
mobile photographers mentioned that they started to travel more after they met the 
mobile photography. 
Street photography was authentic for physical camera. However, nowadays it 
generates an important part of mobile photography. Because of the ease of carrying, 
smartphone took street photography from physical cameras.  
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4.2.2 From smartphone cameras to physical cameras 
When participants told about smartphone with advanced camera specialties like 
Nokia Lumia 1020 and Samsung Galaxy Zoom, they found these phones more 
similar to camera than smartphone. They mentioned, “It‟s not a smartphone camera. 
It‟s a camera with some smartphone features”. They felt that it is a compact camera 
more than smartphone. In addition, all professionals said that they imagined 
professional camera with smartphone features instead of smartphone with camera 
features. They want separate the camera and lenses from each other to talk like 
phone.   
Similarly, smartphones make photography simpler than previous. Participants told 
about that smartphone camera features transferred to camera like GPS, Bluetooth, 
Wi-Fi, photo filters. Physical camera tries to approach to mobile camera, some 
ways. Mobile cameras‘ sharing features were added gradually to camera. The first 
specialty was Bluetooth transfer; easier than a cable. Then Wi-Fi was put in camera 
to share easily. Today, photographers started to share photos directly in Instagram 
with their cameras. Some professionals pointed out that they want to get these types 
of cameras to share their photos instantly. 
Photographers said that smartphone cameras would take the place of professional 
cameras in future except satisfaction of camera.  
4.3. Chapter Discussion 
Throughout this chapter, there are different implications that are revealed from 
participants‘ feelings, ideas and behaviors.  
According to part 4.1.1 Product properties, ergonomics, quality and technical 
specifications of camera cause the changing of experience. Participants drew 
advantage from camera and smartphone‘s unique properties. First, photographers 
prefer camera or smartphone to take photo considering their ergonomics. If they do 
not think that they can carry heavy physical camera, they use their smartphones that 
are always on their pockets.  
Second, technical specification is one of the implications by photographers. 
According to participants, transition of technical specifications between physical 
camera and smartphone is reciprocal. This continuous transition results in the 
convergence of physical and digital versions of camera. Hence, the experience of 
physical camera and smartphone affects each other and turn into another 
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experience. According to study, this transformation of user experience causes the 
changes in emotions, habits, usage scenarios and socialization. 
The last, in the light of part 4.1.3 Quality, it is implied that participants formed 
different habits such as preferring type of camera for purpose: to share or to print, 
because of quality.  According to Gye (2007), the poor resolution of camera phone 
images has meant that signiﬁcant life events such as weddings, births and so on are 
still photographed using cameras rather than camera phones. Similarly, especially 
professional photographers distinguish the usage area of camera and smartphone 
camera according to occasions. 
Along with their interests, past experiences, future goals, values, ideas, culture, etc., 
people may respond to different aspects of a product and live different experiences 
with that product, therefore, give it a meaning in different ways. The emotions felt 
towards a product are evoked by these meanings and may provide the attachment 
or cause the detachment.(Özlem, 2004) According to 4.1.2 Emotions, there are 
differences in approaches of mobile photographers and professionals because of 
their past experiences and bonds with camera. Although there are some exceptions 
in professionals, they are more conservative to digitalization of camera than mobile 
photographers are. However, professionals developed their own usage type and 
habits according to their needs. The emotional bond between mobile photographers 
and phone cameras is similar to the emotional bond between professional 
photographers and physical camera. They love to take photos and are interested in 
photography. Hence, they are trying to achieve their best photo with their mobile 
cameras by adding applications and lenses and are sharing their hobby with other 
mobile photographers. Although, the experiences of cameras differ, the pleasure is 
similar to each other for mobile photographers and professionals for their own 
hobbies.  
Digitalization of camera is particularly the case in the context of a converged media 
environment, where, rather than feeling critically distanced from photographic reality, 
what the results show, as Hand (2012) argues, is that photography is now central to 
the ‗management of everyday life‘. Part 4.1.3 Sharing and Socializing shows that 
smartphone camera is used in a diverse range of use contexts for varying motives. 
Mobile photography provides new opportunities for socializing with friends and 
strangers via mobile applications. Mobile photographers expressed personal 
achievement such as; more followers or likes as an important motivation for mobile 
photography. Amongst participants, there was a diversity of user requirements. 
Although participants want more features to taking photo, no one don‘t want camera 
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features to detract from the aesthetics of smartphone or the efficient performance of 
the other smartphone features. 
One of the most important effects of massively multi-way, instantaneous and 
ubiquitous communications is pervasive proximity. We experience everyone to 
whom we are connected—and conceivably everyone to whom we are potentially 
connected—as if they are exactly next to us. The effect is that of hundreds, or 
thousands, or millions of people coming together in zero space, so that there is no 
perceptible distance between them. (Federman, 2006). Part 4.1.4 Usage Area 
shows that, one of the most important aspect of digitalization of camera is ease of 
share. Sharing possibility totally transformed the experience of camera usage. Both 
the purpose of capturing and the subject of the photo changed. People percieve 
photography more socializing experience than former. Digital technology allows 
people share their photos with others instantly. Hence they are socializing both their 
friends away from them and unkonwn people somewhere in the world. 
Changes of all the former implications causes the change of habits. Accroding to 
part 4.1.5 Habits, participants formed new habits with new specifications of 
products. Digital versions of cameras; smartphone applications are no longer the 
same product. They present a new experience to user about photography. Thus, 
users gained different authentic experience with these 2 dimentional cameras. The 
new camera triggered the new usage, needs and habits. 
In the light of the part 4.1.6 Authenticity of Experience, it is revealed that there are 
different authentic experiences of both physical and digital products. Some features 
like Bluetooth, GPS and Wi-fi are coming to the product with digitalization that are 
accepted as a specification of smartphone camera. Camera in smartphone is not an 
adjoint feature of phone, it is prerequisite for smartphone. Photographers agreed 
that there is an authenticity of smartphone cameras and also there is a transition 
from smartphone camera to physical camera.  
Consequently, in the last part 4.2 Transition of Authenticity it is understood that 
participants believe that authenticity of physical camera and authenticity of 
smartphone camera has an endless transition. Hence, this transition is reciprocal 
between these authenticities. At the end, participants foresee that smartphone and 
physical camera will meet on a common ground with each‘s superior properties that 
offer better experience to user. 
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5.  CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
In this chapter, final remarks extracted from the study are discussed. With the help 
of extensive information gathered from literature review; focus group study, its 
results and analysis are concluded by considering their interrelationship. Limitations 
of the study and directions for further studies are revealed as following sections.  
5.1 Final Remarks 
In this study, it is aimed to seek differences in user experiences of physical products 
and their digital version that is serving to same purpose. In Chapter 2, literature 
review was made in the context of the study; mainly on user experience and 
digitalization of products.  
Throughout  this  study,  research  questions,  which  are  asked  in  Section  1.2,  
are endeavored to be replied. Chapter 4, results and analysis of focus group, 
investigates replies to the following research questions under the topic of camera 
and its digital version; smartphone camera: 
 What are the basic changes in terms of user experience when a physical 
product is transformed to new digital platforms and vice versa? 
According to research, when the subject of user experience is handled, it is seen 
that there are differences in effectiveness, efficiency and emotional satisfaction 
between physical and digital products. Study shows that when dimentions of product 
change, the needs of user change. The new platform results in different needs to 
satisfy. Functionality of physical product transforms because of digitalization and 
internet connection capability of digital product. According to 4.1.3.Sharing and 
Socializing, digital products allow to users more connection to the world. Hence, this 
transformation shifts the functions of products. It adds new functionalities to physical 
product that people expect to meet.  
In terms of usability, element of user experience; including effectiveness, efficiency, 
ease-of-use differ between physical and digital products. In 4.1.1.3 Quality, 
participants told that although digital products have some superiority, they couldn‘t 
contain the whole features of physical products. Hence, the results cannot be good 
enough the results of physical one. Generally, the aim is catching the physical 
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results; however, the digital results also may satisfy the user needs. Thus, digital 
version can be effective adequately for user. According to 4.1.1.2 Technical 
Specifications, digital product is generally more efficient because the technology 
enable quickness of the product.  Although new technological digital products seem 
like expensive, because of the multi-functionality, users can buy these products. 
Therefore, people get different function in one product. On the other hand, specified 
physical products maynot be reachable by every customer. 
 What type of pleasures in use differs in terms of user experience between 
the physical product and its digital versions serving the same purpose? 
According to Chapter 4, the pleasure of digital and physical products differ because 
of the different user experiences of them. Analogue experiences are pleasures for 
people. However, the digital experiences can be thought apart from analogues and 
provide new pleasures to users. There are four types of pleasure; psyco, socio, ideo 
and physio. 
Firstly, in terms of psyco-pleasure, the feeling that users get from a physical 
products is not the same as digital one. In 4.1.5. Habits, Participants mention that 
digital products present more fun to user while digital products needs more 
experienced  users. The pleasure point in physical product is challenging but digital 
product is enjoyment. Some users happy to use a complex and challenging product. 
However, the others feel better when they use simple products. The processes, so 
the experiences are not same for digital and physical versions. Hence, the pleasure 
of user can differ about the dimensions of product. The analogue experience seems 
as an original and authentic one. However, the digital experience have its own 
originality and authenticity. People feel more relax with digital experiences because 
they are not under pressure of a qualified product. 
Secondly, according to 4.1.3 Sharing and Socializing, user‘s socio-pleasure are 
different for physical and digital versions of a product. Sharing features of a digital 
product are more developed than a physical product. Therefore, with a digital 
product, user can be more sociable. Digital realm is more apropriate to share easily 
and to socialise more quickly. The study shows that socializing depends on users‘ 
socio-pleasure, they can prefer to socilize physically, offline and private or digitally, 
online and public.  
Third one is ideo-pleasure. In 4.1.1.1 Ergonomics, results shows that ergonomic 
differences such as size and weight make digital products more portable. People are 
feeling displeasure to carry a physical, heavy product that they cannot carry on their 
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pocket. Also another side of ideo-pleasure of people is products‘ making lives 
easier. In 4.1.1.2 Technical Specifications, people implied that technical 
specifications of digital products like ease of access, ease of share, ease of use 
make them more pleasurable. On the other hand, perception of quality is another 
pleasure factor of products. The quality of physical and digital versions of products 
differs. Hence, people can get pleasure from physical products while they can get 
displeasure from digital one. Because of the multi-tasking property of digital 
products, it cannot contain all specifications of physical version of it. 
Last, physio-pleasure differs between physical and digital product. The changes in 
shape and the dimensions, differs properties are felt by body senses. According to 
part 4.1.2 Emotions, sound of products can give peoples a pleasure. Digital products 
don‘t have the same sound with physical versions. Hence, people can lose a physio-
pleasure with digitalization of a product. In addition, the feeling of touch become 
dissimilar in 2-ds and 3ds products. Users cannot get the same feeling with digital 
version of a physical product. The touch, the weight differ between digital and 
physical products and the experience changes. 
 What is the correspondence and distinctions of user experiences between 
analogue and digital products that are being used for the same purpose, in 
terms of "pleasure and performance"? 
Although they do not overlap, user experience of a physical and digital products 
correspond in some aspects. The purpose of using the product is almost same. 
Nonetheless, the features that come with digitalization, allows other purposes of 
usage. Part 4.1.4 Usage area shows that there is lots of correspondence in usage 
area between physical and digital products. On the other hand, distinction of usage 
area between digital and physical can be about size, ease of use, practicality or 
technical limitations. These properties create new usage areas to new digital 
products. Moreover, according to 4.2 Transition of Authenticity, these new usage 
areas can be transit to the analogue experiences from digital user experiences. 
According to part 4.1.6 Authenticity of Experience, in term of user experience digital 
products cannot be contextualized as a 2-d version of a physical products. Digital 
products have their own authentic features, besides tranfering the features of 
physical products. There is an adventage of virtual world that adds new experiences 
and conveniences to people‘s life. Digitalization create a new experience with 
authentic functionalities of digital realm. Thus, users take pleasure to using this 
digital product instantly although it transforms from another further experience.  
Making products more digital affects people‘s life styles, routines and habits. 
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Furhermore, these new digital products influence to physical world and modify 
habits and experiences of people and also transform the ongoing analogue 
experiences. There is a predictable transition of authenticity from physical to digital 
experiences. Furthermore, the transition of authenticity occurs from digital to 
physical products as stated in part 4.2 Transition of Authenticity. 
To sum up, user experience of physical product and its digital versions are not 
same. When a product‘s dimensionis changed from 3d to 2d, physical changes 
results changes in pleasures, usability and functionality. Users live a new 
experience that has correspondence in some aspects with the experience of latter 
physical products. From this perspective, it can be said that digital realm has an 
important influence to user experience of products. Digitalization also affects user 
experience of physical products. Moreover, it changes habits, needs and 
expectations of users. Digital products offer to users a new authentic experience 
with all advantageuos and limitations of digital realm. 
5.2 Limitations of the Study 
A limitation of study is that the focus group sessions were conducted with 4 or 5 
participants. It seems to be more beneficial to enlarge the number of participants for 
each session to take more information. Even though, number of participants seems 
limited, the number of sessions provides potentially rich information.  
The participants were choosen only from photographers who focused to mobile or 
professional photography to benefit from their knowledge. To extend the study, 
participants who do not have bond with photography can be added to focus groups.  
5.3 Further Studies 
In this study , the attempt is to understand fundamental differences between 
physical objects in 3-dimensional space as compared to digital objects in 2-
dimensional space in terms of user experience by analizing physical and mobile 
camera usage. It is thought that this study has potential to extent to different 
products that have both 3ds and 2ds versions. Moreover, further studies can be 
done in more focused approach on a specific implication to deeper understand; 
product properties, emotions, habit, usage area and sharing & socializing. The most 
remarkable outcome of this study is authenticity of products and the transition of 
authenticity between physical and digital products. To make a contribution to user 
experience literature,  there is a potential to scrutinize the subject of authenticity. 
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APPENDIX A 
Personal information Questionnaire (Turkish) 
 
 
 
Bu anket İstanbul Teknik Üniversitesi, Mimarlık Fakültesi, Endüstri Ürünleri Tasarımı 
Bölümü Yüksek Lisans öğrencisi Merve Postalcıoğlu‘nun bitirme tezi için yapılmaktadır. 
Tezin amacı fotoğraf makinelerinin akıllı telefonlara geçmesiyle kullanıcıların 
deneyimlerindeki değişimi ve bunun kullanım hazzındaki değişiklikleri ortaya çıkarmaktır. Bu 
çalışmada yer aldığınız için teşekkürler. Görüşleriniz ve düşünceleriniz bu proje için çok 
değerlidir. Alttaki sizinle ilgili detaylarla ilgili formu doldurmanızı rica ediyoruz: 
 
 
Araştırma bilimsel bir nitelik taşıdığından toplanan kişisel bilgileriniz gizli tutulacaktır. 
 
Katkılarınızdan dolayı şimdiden çok teşekkürler. 
 
                                                                                                                                                          
Ad Soyad: 
 
Cinsiyetiniz? 
   (   ) Kadın     (   ) Erkek 
YaĢınız? 
                          
Mesleğiniz? 
  
Kullandığınız fotoğraf makineleri modelleri nelerdir? 
 
Hangi akıllı telefonu kullanıyorsunuz? 
  
Telefonunuzda hangi kamera uygulamalarını kullanıyorsunuz? 
 
Ne kadar süredir fotoğraf çekiyorsunuz? 
 
Ne kadar süredir akıllı telefon kullanıyorsunuz? 
 
Varsa Ġnstagram hesabınız? 
75 
Personal information Questionnaire (English) 
 
 
 
This survey will be used for thesis that will be written by Merve Postalcıoğlu; the student of 
Industrial Design Department in Istanbul Technical University. The aim of the thesis is 
understanding the differences in user experience and pleasures of camera after it is 
integrated to phone. Thank you to participate this research. Your opinions and ideas are so 
valuable for this study. Please fill up the questions about your informations. 
 
Because it is an academic research, your information that collected will be kept confidential. 
 
Thank you for your contribution 
 
                                                                                                                                                          
Name Surname: 
 
Gender:  
   (   ) Female     (   ) Male 
Age: 
                          
Occupation: 
  
What is the model of your camera ? 
 
What is the model of your smartphone? 
  
Which camera applications do you use in your smartphone? 
 
How many years do you use camera? 
 
How many years do you use smartphone? 
 
If you have, what is your Instagram ID? 
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APPENDIX B 
 
Table B.1 Demographic information of participants in semi-structured interview. 
Participant TYPE 
usage time of 
camera 
usage time of 
smartphone 
Age Gender 
Participant 1 1 10 years 4 years 34 M 
Participant 2 1 10 years 3 years 33 M 
Participant 3 1 8 years 6 years 33 M 
Participant 4 1 20 years 3 years 37 M 
Participant 5 1 23 years 7 years 30 M 
Participant 6 1 2 years 3 years 32 M 
Participant 7 1 2 years 5 years 37 F 
Participant 8 2 15 years 5 years 30 F 
Participant 9 2 10 years 3 years 29 F 
Participant 10 2 3 years 4 years 28 F 
Participant 11 2 0 years 3 years 26 M 
Participant 12 2 0 years 2 years 22 F 
Participant 13 2 5 years 4 years 33 M 
Participant 14 3 12 years 6 years 32 M 
Participant 15 3 9 years 4 years 31 M 
Participant 16 3 10 years 4 years 24 M 
Participant 17 3 23 years 4 years 28 F 
Participant 18 3 10 years 2 years 31 F 
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APPENDIX C 
Introduction Speech by Moderator (Turkish) 
Merhaba, 
Hoş geldiniz. Ben Merve. Tez çalışmamın bir parçası olan bu focus group 
çalışmasına zaman ayırıp katıldığınız için teşekkürler. Bu çalışma fotoğraf 
makinelerinin akıllı telefonlara geçmesiyle kullanıcıların deneyimlerindeki değişimi 
ve bunun kullanım hazzındaki değişiklikleri ortaya çıkarmak amacıyla yapılmaktadır. 
Bu çalışma daha geniş kapsamlı bir konu olan ürünlerin dijitalleşmesiyle kullanıcı 
deneyimlerinin hangi yönlerden değiştiğine yönelik yaptığım araştırmanın bir parçası 
niteliğindedir. 
Siz fotoğrafçılardan oluşan bir grupsunuz ve sizin fotoğrafa odaklanmış oluşunuz 
nedeniyle fotoğraf makinelerinin iki boyut ve üç boyutlu hallerini karşılaştırmanızdan 
daha etkili veriler alabileceğimizi düşünüyoruz. Sizden duymak istediğimiz; fotoğraf 
makinesi kullanımı süreciniz, akıllı telefon uygulamaları kullanımı süreciniz, bunların 
sizin ihtiyaçlarınızı ne kadar karşıladığı ve sizi bir fotoğraf makinesi kullanıcısı olarak 
ne kadar tatmin ettiği. Ayrıca sizin gözlemlediğiniz ve daha iyi bir deneyim yaşamak 
için önerecekleriniz. 
Bu çalışma yaklaşık 2 saat sürecek ve bazı aktivitelerle desteklenecektir. Genel 
akışta size bazı sorular sorarak bir konuşma ortamı oluşturacağım ve sizden bu 
konulardaki düşüncelerinizi alacağım. Lütfen soruların yanlış ya da doğru bir cevabı 
olduğu çekincesi taşımayın. Amacım sadece odadaki herkesten her soru için 
fikirlerini almak.. Umarım fikirlerinizi rahatlıkla söyleyecek rahatlıkta hisseder bizimle 
fikirlerinizi paylaşırsınız. Eğer anlamadığınız bir soru olursa sormaktan çekinmeyin. 
Bir rahatsızlık hissederseniz de lütfen belirtiniz. 
Bu grup çalışması daha sonra da bize analiz ederken yardımcı olması açısından 
kayıt edilecek ve bu çalışma sırasında bazı notlar alınacaktır. Ama bilgileriniz saklı 
kalacak ve hiç bir şekilde isimleriniz eklenmeyecektir. Başlamadan önce herhangi bir 
sorusu olan var mı? 
Kendimizi tanıtarak ufak bir başlangıç yapalım. Herkes adını nerede çalıştığını şu 
anda aktif olarak hangi fotoğraf makinesını ve akıllı telefonu kullandığını paylaşabilir 
mi? 
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Introduction Speech by Moderator (English) 
Merhaba, 
Wellcome. It‘s Merve. Thank you to take time to participate this study about my 
thesis. The aim of the thesis is understanding the differences in user experience and 
pleasures of camera after it is integrated to phone. Thank you to participate this 
research.  This study is the part of a broad research about differences of user 
experiences with digitalization of 3 dimensional products. 
You are a group of photographer. We think that your opinions are more valuable 
because your focus on photography  helps comparing of 3d and 2d versions of 
camera. We want to hear from you about your process of camera usage, your 
process of smartphone camera usage, whether the products meet your needs, your 
satisfaction or dissatisfactions about them and also your suggestion to live a better 
user experience. 
This study will take about 2 hours and supported with some activity. In general flow, 
I will ask some questions to you. Please don‘t feel that there is wrong or right 
answer. My goal is to take answers from all participants for all questions. If you 
cannot understand a question, please fell relax to ask it. 
This study will be recorded to use for research analysis. Your informations are 
confidential and your names and informations will not be added to study. Do you 
have any question? 
We can make an introduction to introduce ourselves to the others. What is your 
relationship with photograph? What is your job? Which smartphone do you use? 
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APPENDIX D 
 
Round-Robin Statements (Turkish) 
 
Fotoğraf çekmek benim için… 
 
Smartphone‘la çekim yaparken en sevdiğim şey… 
 
Fotoğraf makineleri ile çekim yaparken en sevdiğim şey… 
 
Smartphone‘la fotoğraf çekmenin en sevmediğim yanı… 
 
Fotoğraf makineleriyle çekim yapmanın en sevmediğim yanı… 
 
Smartphone fotoğraf makinesının yerine geçemez çünkü… 
 
Fotoğraf makinesı akıllı telefon yerine geçemez çünkü… 
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Round-Robin Statements (English) 
 
In my opinion, taking photos is… 
 
My favourite thing while taking photo with smartphone is… 
 
My favourite thing while taking photo with camera is… 
 
The worst thing while taking photo with smartphone is 
 
The worst thing while taking photo with camera 
 
Smartphone cannot take camera‘s place because… 
 
Camera cannot take smartphone camera‘s place because… 
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APPENDIX E 
Discussion Questions (Turkish) 
 
1. Öncelikle fotoğraf makinelerini ele alacak olursak; 
a. Sizi en çok tatmin eden özelliği nedir? 
b. Bu özelliği olmadan benim için bir fotoğraf makinesi anlamını yitirir 
dediğiniz özellikler nelerdir? 
c. Sizi tatmin etmeyen rahatsız eden özellikleri nelerdir? 
2. Akıllı telefon kamera uygulamalarında; 
a. En çok tatmin edici bulduğunuz özellikler nelerdir? 
b. Sizi en çok rahatsız eden özellikler nelerdir? 
3. Önceden fotoğraf çekme alışkanlıklarınızla kamera akıllı telefonlara taşındıktan 
sonra fotoğraf çekme alışkanlıklarınız arasında nasıl bir değişiklik var. 
 
4. Sizi tatmin edebilecek kameralı bir akıllı telefon hayal edin 
a. Size gerçekten fotoğraf makinesi hissi uyandıran hangi aşamaları bu 
akıllı telefonda görmek istersiniz?  
5. a. Elinizde sadece bir smartphone olsaydı fotoğraf çekme işi neye dönüşürdü? 
      b. Telefonunuzda kamera olmasaydı fotoğraf çekmek sizin için neye dönüşürdü? 
6. Profesyonel fotoğrafçıyla mobil fotoğrafçı arasında nasıl farklar olduğunu 
düşünüyorsunuz? 
7. Fotoğraf makinesi özelliği ön plana çıkarılmış akıllı telefonlar sizler için ne ifade 
ediyor? (Galaxy S4 zoom , Lumia 1020 …) 
8. Akıllı telefonlarla fotoğraf makinalarını karşılaştırdığınızda paylaşım ile ilgili ne 
gibi farklar olduğunu düşünüyorsunuz? 
9. Sosyalleşme açısından smartphone ile fotoğraf makineları arasında nasıl bir fark 
olduğunu düşünüyorsunuz? 
10. Fotoğraf makinesi ve akıllı telefonu günlük hayatta kullanırken neye göre tercih 
ediyorsunuz? 
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Discussion Questions (English) 
 
1. For physical cameras; 
a. What is the most satisfying property? 
b. Which property is removed from camera, camera loses its meaning for 
you? 
c.  What is the most annoying feature? 
2. For smartphone camera applications; 
a. What is the most satisfying property? 
b. What is the most annoying feature? 
3. What are the differences between your taking photo habits before smartphone 
cameras and habits after they entered your life. 
 
4. Imagine a smartphone that you can satisfy to use; 
a. Which features have to be added that you can feel smartphone as a real 
camera. 
5. a. If physical camera doesn‘t exist, what would photography return for you? 
      b. If smartphone camera doesn‘t exist, what would photography return for you? 
6. What is the difference between professional photographers and mobile 
photographers? 
 
7. What do you think about smartphones with advanced camera specialties like 
Nokia Lumia 1020 and Samsung Galaxy Zoom? 
 
8. When you compare with smartphone camera and physical camera, what are 
differences about sharing features? 
 
9. What are the differences of socialization between mobile photos and camera 
photos? 
 
10. When do you prefer camera in your life? When do you prefer to take photo with 
your smartphone camera in daily life? 
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APPENDIX F 
 
Questionnaire (Turkish) 
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Questionnaire (English) 
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APPENDIX G 
The results of questionnaires 
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APPENDIX H 
Example of Video Transcription and Coding 
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